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HOW THIS BOOK IS ORGANIZED

This book is a kind of biography, a biography of an island and an idea, not a 

person, and it is organized around places  — four streets, a square, and a vast 

golden door.

The first two sections of the book explore three hundred years,  from roughly 

1600 to 1898, through two places that each became the center of Manhattan: 

Wall Street and then Union Square. As we enter the twentieth century, we reach 

Forty-Second Street. Other parts of New York City served as tributaries that 

fed, and helped to create, each center. By the 1910s, two more satellite centers, 

125th Street and West Fourth Street, intersected with the older, and still impor-

tant, locations as Manhattan faced the challenges, disasters, and revivals of its 

mature life. I use these five nodes and their nearby neighborhoods to capture 

where clash and combination fostered ideas, art, political organizations, and 

music that spread across the country and the world. Important events happened 

all over the island and the broader city, but I am using my streets and a square to 

capture the essence of what might be called the New York idea, the New York 

experience. As the book moves forward in time, it uses its locations to highlight 

the themes of conflict, evolution, and creation. You might see each node in 

this book as a window into times and places where the intense forces of city 

life gave birth to thrilling new expressions of human creativity. (Note: the eight 

neighborhood maps include locations mentioned throughout the book and do 

not represent a single point in time.)

Once I decided to make this book limited and thematic, rather than com-

prehensive and encyclopedic, I had to make choices and leave out a great deal. 

I used illustrations to tell more: periodic “photo essays” treat a location or theme 

as a kind of character that develops over time. In addition, I have included a set 

of fact boxes as “Snapshots” outlining the city’s changing population and 

aspects of its economy. I hope readers use those, and the sources I present in 

the back of the book, to begin their own explorations of the multitude of other 

stories the city offers.



TWO BOOKS IN ONE

As I was researching Manhattan’s history, I repeatedly had the immense plea-

sure of discovering multimedia experiences of three distinct types that per-

fectly complemented what I was writing in the text. First, a great deal of this 

book is about Manhattan’s artistic innovations  — and I wanted them to be part 

of the book. I wanted to share those discoveries with readers  — not gathered 

in the back in a list but right here in the text so that you can “experience” the 

pulsing rhythms, soaring melodies, and vibrant images of historical New York. 

Nonfiction is the real “transmedia” because it can now be explored in sound and 

sight as well as images and words. 

I decided to marry words and links this way: I placed an icon of a screen 

beside text that has a corresponding online resource. Visit marcaronson.com and 

click on Multimedia Resources, then on “Four Streets and a Square” Resources. 

You’ll see all of the links there listed by the page number in this book, along with 

a matching icon (there are two other icons I’ll mention in a moment). If you see 

an icon in the book, glance at the site and click on the appropriate link. Since 

I am using others’ sites, which may change or disappear, I often describe how I 

searched as well as what I found. I hope you have as much fun diving into these 

links as I did in finding them. Here’s an example to get you started. From third 

grade through twelfth grade, I went to the New Lincoln School, which was on 

110th Street between Fifth and Lenox Avenues. What a treat, then, to find Noro 

Morales’s composition “110th Street and 5th Avenue” and Tito Puente’s up-tempo 

version. See if they don’t inspire you to follow the other links.

I can’t resist giving you a few more examples so you know what to expect: 

I mention in chapter 24 that Fiorello LaGuardia, the city’s ninety-ninth mayor, 

looked a bit like the comedian Lou Costello of the team that is best known for 

the immortal “Who’s on First” routine. My editor reasonably asked if readers 

would know Lou. The link for page 284 gives you a clip of LaGuardia speaking 

and then Abbott and Costello performing the skit just where I mention them 



and it. The text is a narrative that carries you along; the media links give you 

curated experiences to explore and enjoy.

If you try nothing else, you must view the link for page 269 when you read 

chapter 23. I leave that one to be a surprise.

The second type of multimedia are sites created by prior historians and fans 

of city history — from professional scholars and curators to amateur explorers. 

The sites often contain features such as films or interactive maps, and I include 

them to give readers access to the wealth of information about Manhattan’s 

history that has been curated by others. History sites are identified with this 

building symbol in the margin, and on my site by page number. The first of these 

links takes you to the Welikia site, where you can explore the city as it was 

before the Dutch arrived — based on the most thorough recent research.

The third type of multimedia are complete texts of historical books or 

magazines, in the public domain, that you can browse online. Want to see how a 

succession of photo guides presented the city in the early 1900s? Links that are 

identified with this open book icon in the margin, and again by page number on 

my site, will take you to those digital collections. See if you don’t get as lost in 

those pages as I did.

One important caution: some of the images and links related to blackface 

minstrelsy are historically important but include performances that were 

extremely demeaning to African Americans. I have decided to make the links 

available because minstrelsy was so central in New York (and American) his-

tory. We can only make sense of minstrelsy’s deep and enduring legacy if we 

examine it. We cannot ignore or avoid the past; we can be alert and aware as 

we approach it.



The Bridge

INTRODUCTION

I love walking in New York City — which is where I grew up and have lived most 

of my adult life. To begin this book about the city, its streets, and the stories they 

tell, I want to show you why my father, the scenic designer Boris Aronson — who 

moved here a� er living in the great capitals of Europe — called it “this magic city.”

New York is alive. I mean alive like a forest, an ecosystem: it grows, fl our-

ishes, fades, and nearly dies, only to have the decaying relics of its lost past pro-

vide the fertile soil for its next fl owering. � e city’s unquenchable life force is a 

result of its greatest challenge: the diversity of its population. � e city presses 

unlikely combinations of people against one another so tightly that they explode 

or blend. Either way, they release new energy — in the form of ideas, art, inven-

tions, ways of living and thinking. � ose innovations feed, and challenge, the rest 

of the world — which, in turn, sends its people to New York to join the great swirl 

of confrontation and combination that is the city’s life.

New York is doubly alive, since for much of its history the city has been the 

media capital of the nation. � e dramas and lifestyles from its streets become 

the songs, plays, paintings, books, and fashions that shape how Americans see 

themselves and present their pageant to the world. Within New York, Manhattan 

was the engine of change, fed by people from throughout the city, the country, 

the world. � at is what this book is about: New York City as a place of mix-

ing — which brings both tragedy and transformation — and media, which makes 

art out of both.
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Here, I can show you.

Let’s say it is about 6:30 or 7 p.m. on a beautiful spring day. We cross Tillery 

Street in Brooklyn and enter the walkway to the Brooklyn Bridge. When the 

bridge was completed in 1883, Brooklyn and Manhattan were still separate cities. 

� e bridge linked them. Before there was a bridge there was — as there is again 

now — a ferry. And the great poet of America in the 1800s, Walt Whitman, wrote 

about what he saw as he took it in “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry.” He knew we would 

follow him:

Others will enter the gates of the ferry and cross from shore to shore,

Others will watch the run of the fl ood-tide,

Others will see the shipping of Manhattan north and west, and the 

heights of Brooklyn to the south and east,

Others will see the islands large and small;

Fi� y years hence, others will see them as they cross, the sun half an 

hour high,

A hundred years hence, or ever so many hundred years hence, others 

will see them,

Will enjoy the sunset, the pouring-in of the fl ood-tide, the falling-back 

to the sea of the ebb-tide.

� e overlap of past and present that Whitman described is part of the joy 

of walking in New York: you see traces of the past even as you feel the swell and 

crush, the “fl ood-tide,” of the present. � ere’s one sign of the past off  to your 

le�  as you begin to cross the bridge: New York Harbor. For much of the city’s 

history, hundreds of ships fi lled those waters, bringing people, ideas, and wealth 

to the city. When the novelist Henry James returned from England to his native 

New York in 1905, he looked at the harbor and described the “power of the most 

extravagant of cities, rejoicing, as with the voice of the morning, in its might, its 

fortune.” � e harbor swelled with ships and welcomed the world. Indeed, we see, 

right there, the symbol of that welcome, the Statue of Liberty li� ing, as the poet 

Emma Lazarus described, her “lamp beside the golden door”— the entry point 
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to America for millions upon millions of immigrants, the ancestors on so many 

family trees. New York is the city of immigrants, far more than any other place 

on the planet.

� at is the sight we keep seeing to our le�  as we walk across the bridge: the 

wide sky, the expanse of the harbor, the passage of ferries and boats, the fl ights 

of seagulls, and the steady green goddess standing guard, making sure we always 

let the world come, come to join us. At the halfway point, the bridge begins to 

slope down toward Manhattan. It is dusk now. White, golden, and ruby jewels of 

light blaze amid the grid of skyscrapers. As the poet, lyricist, and diplomat James 

Weldon Johnson explained, we are beginning to sense Manhattan’s “throbbing 

force, the thrill that comes / From being of her a part.” � e magical city is luring 

us, calling us, sparkling, blaring, rising in the highest skyscrapers and the most 

glittering lights.

Within that warren of buildings, New York is a city of neighborhoods, by 

turns Native, Dutch, African, English, French, Irish, German, Eastern European, 

Italian, Chinese, Spanish, Greek, Arab, Puerto Rican, Korean, Mexican, 

Dominican, South Asian, Guyanese, and on and on. Each group makes a home, 

and works, and starts businesses. But then the next wave of people washes 

through, displacing, disrupting, almost but not quite erasing the last. Wash in, 

wash over, wash out — New York is a heartbeat and heartbreak.

New York must be open to the world: that is its essence. Yet for that reason 

it is always temporary, always transitional, always contested; someone is always 

winning and someone is always losing. As the novelist � omas Wolfe wrote, in 

New York, “the one permanent thing is change itself.” � e pulsing heart of New 

York lets new people, new ideas, new innovations into the country — which can 

result in the most brutal riots and abuses and the most beautiful combinations 

and creations. As New York breathes, bleeds, and soars, the rest of America 

sometimes celebrates and sometimes resents this doorway to the world. But New 

York seduces the nation — using its songs, and plays, and broadcasts, the end-

less talents that fi ll its streets — to tell its story. In New York, people are crushed 

together — leading to violence and bitter confl ict, and yet also to the opportunity 

to fall in love, to yearn, to give birth to something utterly new.
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On one side as we approach the island, there is the welcoming harbor. On 

the other, we see what those who arrived, and those they met, and those who 

came in chains built: Manhattan. � at is why it makes sense to focus on the 

island and not the entire city of the Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens, and 

Staten Island: no matter where people lived, everyone came to Manhattan, used 

Manhattan, to make money, to create art, to express ideas — to shape and change 

America and the world. Seen in this way, Manhattan is a natural wonder but 

conjured up by human minds and built through the muscle power of generations 

of laborers: magical.

This photo from 1911 shows a view of Manhattan from the Brooklyn Bridge.
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one another — and sometimes, almost out of sight, 

support, tolerate, and mix with one another.
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This map is a version of a 1660 map of New Amsterdam created a year or so later 
in London. It shows boats clustered on the east side of the island facing Long 
Island (now Brooklyn). This map is called the Duke’s Plan. 



Manna-hata

CHAPTER 1

 � e story of Manhattan begins with a mystery and a wondrous product of mem-

ory, scholarship, and care. � e mystery is what the island was called by the people 

who lived there before the Europeans arrived. No one knows what name to use, 

because the Native world as it was experienced on the island was scattered or 

destroyed and the choices we have come from incomplete European documents. 

But maybe that is just right — the story of a legendary place should begin with 

questions we can’t quite answer. And yet — name aside — there is so much that 

has been preserved by the descendants of those who lived on the island, and 

discovered by generations of scholars, that we can very fully describe the land 

when it was the home to its original inhabitants: people who called themselves 

the Munsee, or perhaps the Lenape.

Before the arrival of the Europeans, people living along the coast from what 

is now Canada to the Carolinas spoke similar languages. But that is like say-

ing a lot of people in the world speak languages linked to Latin — everything 

from Italian and French to Catalan and Romanian. � at tells you something, 

but not enough to separate one group from another. � e people who lived on 

what is now Manhattan spoke a version of this shared language family that came 

to be called Munsee. � at means “people from Minisink”— a small island on 

what is now the Delaware River. Minisink itself, like Munsee — and probably (no 

one knows for sure) Manhattan — seemed to refer to islands. � e people who 

lived on, near, or between certain islands, had close family relations, and spoke 
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a common language saw themselves as a distinct group. � ey may have used the 

word nenapa —“man”— to defi ne their men as special, distinctive. Related groups 

who lived in what are now parts of New Jersey and Pennsylvania used a similar 

term for themselves: Lenape.

Island people, real men — that is as much as we know. Before we talk about 

the Munsee and how they knew and used the island, let’s explore on our own to 

get a sense of the island’s many environments.

If we start from where the Brooklyn Bridge now lands in Manhattan and go 

back in time before the Europeans arrived, we would be on relatively fl at land 

with pine and tall oak trees to shade us. Pause a moment and a couple of squirrels 

race ahead up one trunk; chipmunks scamper about. If we lean down and watch 

carefully, we’d soon see mice, voles, and shrews. If we are lucky — and quiet — 

we’d catch sight of a brown rabbit with a white patch on its behind standing 

stock-still and eyeing us. Shadows would keep dancing across us, for in the sky 

are so many birds: red-winged blackbirds and red-tailed hawks, black crows, gray 

passenger pigeons. An eagle might swoop by overhead.

As we turn south, the land rises slightly into low hills. � ere are fewer pines 

and large chestnut trees. We are close enough to the shore that turtles and sala-

manders keep us company. Not only are the skies fi lled with birds, their songs are 

everywhere: sparrows, blue jays, and robins calling to one another.

Nearer to the tip of the island, we leave the forest and come to the edge of a 

salt marsh. We are in fl at, muddy land where grasses grow right up to the edge of 

the water. Crossing the marsh, we are back in the pines, until we reach the very 

end of the island. Now we have our pick of eel, fi sh, and shellfi sh — we might even 

sight a whale or porpoise.

MUNSEE

Historians and anthropologists reading documents and speaking with descen-

dants of people who lived in the region when the Europeans arrived have learned 

enough to allow us to picture how one of the Munsee might have experienced the 

island. Of course, each specifi c individual would have had his or her own way of 

seeing the world. What follows is only the most general portrait.
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He would know where he was walking 

through his own memories of walking there, 

through stories he had heard of that spot or 

similar ones. Seeing a bush, he would know 

which bird would likely perch there, what 

the rustle of leaves meant about which ani-

mal was just behind it; he could tell whether 

a leaf was tasty, tangy, minty, dangerous, 

or not worth tasting. Feeling a breeze, he 

would know that kind of wind by name.

He would walk the land as a home that 

he and his people shaped to serve them and 

that — carefully watched and managed — 

provided for them. He would know the riv-

ers as places to fi sh or, if wide enough, to 

traverse in canoes — passageways to similar 

landfalls nearby. � e land, the animals, the 

crops, and the water were not merely a phys-

ical home that provided food and shelter for 

the Munsee. � ey were a spiritual home in 

which this culture belonged, and to which 

they belonged.

Where the east side of the island bulges out today (near Jeff erson, Henry, 

Clinton, and Madison Streets), the Munsee had a seasonal settlement, which 

seems to have been called Nechtanc. � e Munsee built longhouses out of wood 

and burned the trees and underbrush to create fi elds to grow tobacco and corn. 

� ese were not year-round villages. Instead, the Munsee moved with the seasons 

to where fi sh and game were plentiful, then returned when it was time to plant 

or harvest their crops.

� e burning took place in the fall when the grass, leaves, and branches 

were dry. Fire would consume dead limbs but only scorch the bark of young 

ones — unless so many dead trees lay at angles across the forest that fi re could 

This map highlights a few of the places on the 
island where the Munsee built longhouses and 
farmed crops.
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climb up to the highest leaves. “� en,” a Dutch visitor later reported, “we can see 

a great distance by the light of the blazing trees, the fl ames being driven by the 

wind, and fed by the tops of trees. But the dead and dying trees remain burning 

in their standing positions, which appear sublime and beautiful when seen at 

a distance.” Planned burning created clearings to plant, enriched the soil, and 

opened spaces in the forest that made it easier to spot and hunt game.

A trail led from Nechtanc west, toward what was later called the Collect 

Pond, which would play several key roles in the city’s history. Today the drained 

and fi lled pond is a park at Foley Square near the State Court House between 

Centre and Lafayette Streets. � e pond fed streams that worked their way to the 

rivers on both sides of the island. � e fl owing waters ran through a large marsh 

on the western side of the island and a smaller one on the east. It is said that 

when the waters were high, the Munsee could row along the streams through 

the marshes, then paddle over the pond, down the next marsh, and across to the 

other side. Waterways nearly split off  the tip of the island.

To the north of the large marsh on the west side of the island was yet another 

Munsee site, which seems to have been called Sapokanikan. � is clearing is now 

part of the neighborhood called Greenwich Village. � e Munsee built trails to 

traverse the island and planned meeting places where they traded with other 

peoples. � ey managed and improved their island home.

� e arrival of sailors on a Dutch ship would bring this way of living on 

the island to an end. Most of the Munsee themselves moved to other locations, 

merged with other nations, and live today in places such as Canada, Wisconsin, 

Ohio, and even Oklahoma. � e people live; their Manhattan world does not.

TREACHERY

In 1609, Henry Hudson’s ship the Half Moon, sailing along what is now the 

Hudson River, made a stop near Manhattan. A sailor named Robert Juet was 

keeping a diary of the trip, and his pages are fi lled with what he saw as treach-

ery. Every time Native Americans arrived in canoes off ering to trade tobacco, 

corn, grapes, and beaver and otter pelts, he both reveled in his ability to buy the 

goods for “trifl es” and suspected that there was a plot behind each visit. He was 
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convinced that either the Dutch were fooling the Native Americans by getting 

them drunk and paying them too little, or the Native people were calculating to 

steal from or even murder the Dutch. On October 2, the crew reached a cliff  “that 

looked of the colour of a white greene, as though it were either Copper, or Silver 

Myne [mine]. . . . It is on that side of the River that is Manna-hata. � ere we saw 

no people to trouble us: and rode quietly all night; but had much wind and raine.” 

� is is how the word Manhattan entered written history.

This is the 1626 letter in which Peter Schagen reports that 
the Dutch “have purchased the Island Manhattes from the 
Indians for the value of 60 guilders.” Saying “the value” 
could suggest that the payment was in trade goods, not 
coins. It has no information about the terms of the agree-
ment, nor even with whom the Dutch had negotiated.
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Juet was looking for mines, for 

people to fool into advantageous 

trades or to fend off  with gunpowder. 

His focus on treachery, though, was 

not just a matter of European greed 

and prejudice. He would later mutiny 

and send his own captain, Henry 

Hudson, and Hudson’s son to their 

death. � ere were layers of plot and 

calculation on the boat. Any inter-

actions with Native people along the 

river were pawns’ moves in a much 

larger global chess match.

Juet was perched on the most 

advanced technology of his time — an 

oceangoing ship. To him, the island 

with white-green cliff s was a tip of land pointed directly to a deep and welcom-

ing harbor. He could see that landing spot as one star in a constellation whose 

other points were ports he could name in the Caribbean, in Brazil, in Africa, in 

the islands of Indonesia, in Japan, India, China, and Europe. � e European on 

the ship saw water near a convenient landing. A Munsee person on shore would 

have seen land girdled by water. One man brought the ideas, guns, and germs 

of distant lands; another carried deep knowledge of where he lived. You could 

describe the entire story of Manhattan as the meeting of water, linking the city to 

the globe, and land, the communities and neighborhoods that took shape on the 

island over the centuries.

No images of the Munsee or other local people have 
survived from the period of the Dutch arrival. In gen-
eral, historians suspect that later images like this one 
underestimated how many Indigenous people would 
have been present and emphasize the size and heft of 
the European ship. 



Wall

CHAPTER 2 

Washington Irving is best known today for his tales of Rip Van Winkle and the 

Headless Horseman of Sleepy Hollow, but in his lifetime and for more than a 

century a� er, he was best known for his history of Dutch New York. Indeed, the 

character he created as the supposed author of the book is still mentioned daily: 

he wrote in the guise of an old Dutchman named Diedrich Knickerbocker — whose 

last name is memorialized in the moniker of one of New York City’s professional 

basketball teams, the New York Knickerbockers, or the Knicks. Irving’s story 

of how the Dutch tricked the Munsee and bought Manhattan for twenty-four 

dollars is a fable. It is not historically accurate, but it is historically important.

Here is Irving’s story, matched with what we actually do know, and can know, 

today. � e Dutch, he claims, bargained to exchange sixty Dutch coins, or guil-

ders, for as much of the island as could be covered by Mynheer Ten Broeck’s 

underpants. � e gullible natives agreed, only to discover that beneath his pants 

the wide-bottomed Ten Broeck was wearing endless layers of garments, one over 

the other, and when the underpants were all laid out, they covered the island. 

Sixty guilders was once calculated as twenty-four dollars, hence the story that the 

Native people made one of the worst real estate transactions in history.

Irving’s story of the underpants was a humorous version of earlier tales 

about the sale, and it came with a message: the Dutch were cheap, smart, and 

hard bargainers. � e Indians were simple, primitive, and easily fooled. � is 

matches the tone of Juet’s diary, but that is seeing the events entirely from a 
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seventeenth-century Dutch point of view. � e Dutch did attempt to purchase 

land from the Native people rather than merely take it by force. We have a record 

of their negotiations for Staten Island, where they off ered not Dutch money but 

trade goods such as axes, hoes, kettles, and cloth. An early letter does state that it 

was sixty guilders’ worth of goods, though in current buying power that is closer 

to one thousand dollars than twenty-four. But as no treaty survived, we do not 

know with whom the Dutch negotiated or what the agreement said. We do know 

that the image of clever Dutch and foolish natives is wrong.

� e fi rst edition of Irving’s book came out in 1808, and for a good cen-

tury and a half a� er, many readers were happy to smile at his story and to both 

smirk at the thri� y Dutch and picture the Indians as simple innocents. Today, 

historians and anthropologists devote themselves to understanding as much as 

possible about how each side actually saw the world. Scholars have learned that, 

in fact, the Munsee were accustomed to making deals and to working out who 

could use which piece of land. � ey were neither inexperienced at making trades 

nor dazzled by the Dutch. As Russell Shorto, who is an expert on this period, puts 

it, “� e Indians were as skilled, as duplicitous . . . as smart and as pig-headed, 

and as curious and as cruel as the Europeans who met them.” � e diff erence was 

not in skill or cra�  but power. � e biggest unanswerable question is what they 

meant in the sale — that the Dutch could live on some of the island? Could use 

it? Could share it with the Munsee who came and le�  every year? Finally, as one 

modern scholar notes, the very fact that the Munsee felt a spiritual connection 

to the land may have infl uenced the deal. Since newcomers from far away had 

been landing, and even living, on the island, it may have seemed spoiled. It was 

no longer the special place of the island people, the real men. As one of their 

leaders said in a later deal, the land was now just dirt — it was no longer a home-

land given to the Munsee by ancestors and spirits they honored and could sense. 

It was ruined, polluted. Agreeing to let strangers have access to the no-longer-

special island in exchange for rare, attractive items may have made good sense. 

But making a deal to sell — or share — an island is no guarantee that new neigh-

bors will get along.

By 1656, the Dutch settlement of New Amsterdam was a tiny cluster 
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of buildings on the tip of the island, and the Dutch West India Company had 

built a fort there to guard the windmill, the houses, and the docks. At fi rst, New 

Amsterdam was a commercial outpost run by a company, not a colony super-

vised by the government. Each Dutch family built a house and dug a well wher-

ever they chose. � e wood and brick homes scattered hither and thither. � e 

low brick buildings were just like their models in the Netherlands: a fi rst-fl oor 

rectangle topped by a triangular gable. Buildings were meant to be solid, effi  cient, 

and modest — no attention-getting display. In back were gardens where imported 

red and white roses, tulips of all colors, white lilies, and purple violets bloomed 

next to native yellow sunfl owers. � e trim homes and gardens bursting with 

color contrasted with the muddy unpaved walkways. A city law of this period 

mentioned the “rubbish, fi lth, ashes, oyster-shells, dead animals” that people 

were forbidden to toss out — which historians take as an indication of the litter 

that was found in front of many homes.

� is perch with a port at the tip of the island was a place to gather and ship 

the valuable furs purchased from the original Americans near Fort Orange (now 

Albany). Ships sailed from its docks to harass the Spanish carrying treasure 

home from their conquests in Mexico and Peru, or sugar from their islands in 

the Caribbean, or enslaved people from Africa. At fi rst, only a trickle of ambi-

tious Dutch people were interested in coming to this pinprick of a settlement. In 

order to grow, New Amsterdam could not be choosy about who it welcomed. By 

This close view of New Amsterdam was created after the British took over but was based 
on an earlier sketch that gave a good sense of how small and scattered a settlement it 
was. The windmill, fl ag, and church tower over the typical Dutch homes. 
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1638, so many diff erent sorts of people had arrived that a visitor reported some 

eighteen languages were being spoken on the edge of Manhattan.

French, Swedish, Danish, and English speakers lived there, as well as at 

least one Muslim of mixed Dutch and Moroccan background. � e fi rst enslaved 

Africans had arrived by 1626. We know some of their names — which hint of 

their origin: Paulo d’Angola, Simon Congo, Anthony Portuguese. Enslaved peo-

ple could marry, and some could even achieve a kind of “half-freedom,” where if 

they fulfi lled a set of specifi c obligations, they could achieve their own personal 

liberty but their children were born enslaved. In time, the Dutch West India 

Company needed more workers than it could supply, so it sent enslaved people 

to its colony. Fourteen years a� er the fi rst Africans arrived, there were about one 

hundred in New Amsterdam — the largest group of enslaved Africans anywhere 

in North America at the time.

While New Amsterdam was becoming a landing spot for those who did 

not fi t in anywhere else, or had no choice in where they were placed, Dutch 

traders ranged up and down the Hudson River to Fort Orange to buy beaver 

pelts. Dutch farmers spread across Munsee territory — areas including what are 

now Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx, Staten Island, and New Jersey. An uneasy 

mood took hold on both sides. Whenever they could, the Dutch traded or pur-

chased Munsee land, set up farms, settled down. � is scattering le�  outposts 

far from the fort at the tip of Manhattan. � e Munsee were in a diffi  cult time 

of change: diseases brought by Europeans were spreading, lands that were once 

both familiar and sacred were now fi lled with strangers. Other Native groups, 

such as the Mahicans, were also under pressure from the newcomers, and they 

were pushing into Munsee lands. From a Munsee point of view, managing rela-

tions with longstanding Native rivals and friends was crucial, and the newcomers 

were potential allies or enemies in those familiar struggles.

Looking back from a twenty-fi rst-century viewpoint, the challenges faced 

by the original Americans could have been an opportunity. If the Dutch had 

seen their neighbors as potential allies, a lively mixed culture might have arisen. 

But just the opposite took place. In February 1643, the Mahicans attacked the 

Lenape in what is now New Jersey. Perhaps as many as a thousand Lenape 
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rushed to the Dutch, hoping for protection. Instead, the leader of the Dutch, 

Willem Kie� , seized the chance to terrify and destroy. On the night of February 

25, Kie�  sent his men to massacre the Lenape. Another Dutch group sped to 

Nechtanc, which was still used as a base by the Munsee. � e men, women, 

and children there were slaughtered. � is was Manhattan, the meeting place 

of peoples, at its bloody worst. And now the only relationship between the 

original Manhattanites and the current residents was enmity, suspicion, and 

even open war.

Kie� ’s massacre ensured that every Munsee or Lenape would see the Dutch 

as enemies. Fearing reprisal, Kie�  ordered his men to build a wooden barrier 

to protect the colony. But that was hardly reassuring and he was replaced. And 

in 1653, the new leader of the Dutch colony, Peter Stuyvesant, decided that the 

barrier needed to be replaced by a full-fl edged wall.

Stuyvesant came to New Amsterdam from serving as governor of the 

Caribbean island of Curaçao, where he’d fought against the Spanish and lost 

part of one leg. Even while governing New Amsterdam, he was still in charge 

of Curaçao, indicating that the Dutch West India Company believed one per-

son could manage the two outposts, which they viewed as relatively similar. 

He bought wood to construct a wall straight across the island. A pathway, Wall 

Street, ran beside the barrier.

No one has le�  us a full description of the wall. We do know it featured oak 

posts with sharpened peaks, stood 12 feet tall, and ran some 2,340 feet from 

where Pearl Street met the East River to a hill on the opposite side of the island 

near what is now called the Hudson River.

Some of the Africans who managed to buy their freedom were permitted to 

purchase land to farm — just on the other side of the wall. Living on what were 

called “the Negroes’ Farms” they served as a buff er, and fi rst warning, should 

anyone attack. Some moved from the wall to the Collect Pond. Others went even 

farther north. Domingo Anthony owned a farm that is now part of Washington 

Square Park. Africans could achieve freedom, could even take the fi rst steps 

toward a better life by owning land. But the line between African and non-

African remained.
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Inside the wall sat a town of traders, with many languages, religions, skin 

tones. New Amsterdam was a port — a place of constant exchange. Not just for 

goods, but for lives. A sailor might jump ship; generations of pirates — or the 

legal pirates called privateers — could fi nd anchor. By 1654, twenty-three Jewish 

people — who had originally fl ed Spain for Brazil and now sought a new safe 

haven — arrived in New Amsterdam. Stuyvesant did not like the idea of having 

Jews, especially poor ones, in his colony and wanted to keep them out. But back 

in Holland, wealthy Jews were infl uential in the Dutch West India Company, and 

he was told to open the city to the new immigrants. At fi rst, Jews had only limited 

rights and could not even own land. Still, this settlement beside the water was an 

opening to the world.

Protestants escaping from Catholic France added their history and language 

to the mix. Quakers, who were considered criminals in New England, came to 

Based on an original map drawn in 1660, this is a view of New Amsterdam featuring the 
fort and the wall. The map, known as the Castello Plan, featured here was created by 
the Dutch in the city to plan out its future expansion. The city was growing but early 
arrivals had grabbed large tracts for themselves, leaving little room behind the wall for 
newcomers.
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the city. When Stuyvesant tried to ban the Quakers, residents in what is now 

Flushing, Queens, objected. � ey wrote a “remonstrance” asserting that every-

one, even “Jews, Turks, and Egyptians,” should be allowed to live, and pray, as 

they pleased. Stuyvesant rejected the plea but was once again overruled by the 

company back in Holland. If Kie� ’s massacre was a forecast of New York’s history 

of bloody confl ict, the Flushing resolution pointed to the city’s future of harbor-

ing refugees from throughout the planet.

New Amsterdam off ered exchange and separation at the same time. Jews 

could come, but not as equals; Africans could buy freedom, but their children 

remained enslaved. � e Munsee had been murdered and driven off . Catholic 

services were banned. � e colony did not aim to be perfect — unlike the New 

England towns that strove to live “godly” lives. New Amsterdam was the site of 

constant battles between new and old, rich and poor, enslavers and the enslaved; 

Protestant, Jew, and atheist all pressed against one another in the port town. But 

original Americans were not the only — or even the most ominous — threat to 

New Amsterdam. � e colony faced a looming enemy in the English.

Spreading south from their New England colonies, English-speaking settlers 

kept pressing on territory the Dutch saw as theirs. � e newcomers were not shy 

about showing that they would prefer to be ruled by England, and Stuyvesant 

was just as eager to push back. � ese local territorial skirmishes, though, are 

but markers in a global struggle for supremacy at sea, in trade, in other far-fl ung 

colonies. � e very links to global trade that made New Amsterdam matter also 

meant that it was an asset to be won, lost, or exchanged in global trade wars.

Which seafaring European nation would control the lucrative trade in black 

pepper, nutmeg, and the other treasures of the Spice Islands? Which could 

dominate the slave ports of West Africa, the sugar plantations of Brazil and the 

Caribbean? � e Dutch drove the Portuguese out of many of their holdings in 

Asia, Africa, and Brazil, but in 1663, the English returned the favor. � ey took 

control of the slave ports in West Africa. Now they needed a place in the Americas 

to which the enslaved people could be sent. � ey needed a large port, a welcom-

ing harbor, to receive human cargo and to act as a hub for the sugar the Africans 

would grow and harvest in the Caribbean. New Amsterdam seemed just right. In 
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late August 1664, four ships carrying two thousand English soldiers arrived near 

New Amsterdam. � e English assured the Dutch in the port that they would be 

safe and could keep what they owned — if they surrendered. On September 8, 

faced with a generous peace and no chance of winning a war, Stuyvesant gave in. 

� e Dutch port of New Amsterdam was now the property of the brother of King 

Charles II — James, the Duke of York. Hence: New York.

But that was not the end of the confl ict. In the next decade, the city would 

twice more change names and three times shuttle between the Dutch and the 

English. “Rule” was not a mere matter of who controlled the port: the major-

ity of citizens were Dutch and used a “new” calendar that the English minority 

rejected. Dutch weights, measures, and coins did not match the English. Students 

in Dutch schools learned diff erent lessons in diff erent languages from those in 

English schools. � e Dutch prayed in churches not favored by the English. Every 

time the port changed hands, one entire system won and the other lost.

Finally, in 1674, the Dutch suggested a deal — they would give up their port 

on the edge of Manhattan in exchange for one of the English sugar colonies, what 

is now Suriname on the coast of South America. � e English agreed. � e trade 

made clear what had been true all along: New Amsterdam, New York, mattered 

as a landing spot in the movement of people and goods around the world. It was 

a city that would stand or fall on commerce — not walls.
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British New York

CHAPTER 3 

THE GRANDEES AND THE SENSELESS PEOPLE

1689

Suddenly there was no New York — or New Amsterdam or New Orange. Between 

1664 and 1689, the name of the town’s fort had gone from Fort James (English) 

to Fort Willem Hendrik (back to Dutch) to Fort James (back to English under 

King James) to Fort William (when James II fl ed and William became king of 

England). But in 1689, no one was in charge; indeed, no one could say whether 

the city was part of the colony of New York or the “dominion of New England,” 

into which New York had been folded when King James II was in power (but 

which itself was dissolving as King William’s views were not known), or if it was 

part of something new — or whether it was about be taken over by the French 

Catholics sweeping down from Montreal. Worse yet, who could decide? No one 

in New York knew who was ruling England, so there was no way to know who 

was in charge in the town.

Into this chaos stepped Jacob Leisler — a self-made New Yorker if there ever 

was one. Modern historians still argue over whether he was an anti-Catholic 

Protestant extremist, a callous manipulator out for power, or a hero of the people 

bringing democracy a century before the American Revolution. While Leisler 

rose and fell quickly, the divisions he exposed remained important for centuries.

Leisler arrived in New York from Germany in 1660 as a poor soldier serving 

the Dutch West India Company. He married well and turned his wife’s inheritance 
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into an ever-expanding empire. By 1689, he was one of the richest men in New 

York. � at year, Leisler, a devout Protestant, led a group to take over New York’s 

fort and protect the city from “Popish dogs and devils,” meaning Catholics. In 

1688, England replaced James II, who was Catholic, with William and Mary, 

assuring that the country would remain Protestant. Leisler and his men despised 

the city’s “grandees”: the English elite who had been cozy with the pro-Catholic 

allies of the now-deposed King James II. In turn, those powerful men saw the 

Leislerians as “poor ignorant and senseless people.” He gave more New Yorkers 

a voice in government and tried to organize 

the colonies into a collective army to invade 

French Canada. If you admired these actions, 

he seemed a fresh, strong, and idealistic 

leader. To the forces of order, Leisler was a 

madman, a demagogue, whipping up poor 

people only so he could rule.

Who should lead the city? Educated, 

wealthy, thoughtful men who would work 

with any government — even one friendly to 

Catholics — to keep the city stable and pros-

perous? Or the city’s white male working people, bound together in angry pro-

tests and effi  cient voting blocs by skillful organizers? To the Leislerians, the elites 

seemed corrupt and dangerously close to the Catholic enemy. To the elites, the 

Leislerians seemed irrational and out of touch with the realities of power. � e 

wealthy understood private deals, written law, and ideas spelled out in books. 

� e organized workers understood the power of the streets, ideas and ideals 

expressed in collective action. Leisler against the old families, devout Protestants 

against accommodations with Catholics, senseless people versus grandees — a 

confl ict between cozy insiders and street power would rumble across the history 

of the city to the present day.

Amid the clashes, and uncertainty, of Leisler’s New York, a man named James 

Graham coined a motto for the town. In 1692, he wrote, “You must be your own 

friend and everybody will oblidge [sic] you, for it is money makes the man.” In 

Jacob Leisler’s home was said to be the fi rst 
house made of brick in New Amsterdam. It was 
located on what is now Whitehall Street, near 
the very edge of the island. 
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New York, as elites and workers battled, the one sure path was to make money 

yourself. � e city would be less warm, less neighborly, perhaps, than others, but 

also more open. For if “money makes the man,” any man with enough money 

could “make” it — be recognized and admired. It was not family or religion that 

gave you status; it was wealth — so long as you were not female or enslaved. � e 

New York scramble for wealth was also the New York openness to the world.

Finally, by the spring of 1691, word from London reached New York: the 

new king William and queen Mary sided with New York’s wealthy and against 

Leisler — who was condemned and executed (though later, a� er his death, he was 

pardoned). � is was just the beginning of the battles between elites comfortably 

in their positions of power and political outsiders fi nding common cause with 

angry crowds, and the center of the action was all along Wall Street.

ONE STREET, MANY STORIES

Church

In 1699, New York’s decaying wooden wall was torn down. � e street that ran 

alongside it, however, retains its name to this day. During New York’s British 

century, Wall Street was the heart of the English city of commerce and confl ict.

At the western end of Wall Street near the Hudson River (as it was then; 

landfi ll has since extended the width of the island) stood one clear sign of English 

rule: Trinity Church. At Broadway and Wall Street, Trinity was Church of 

England — the offi  cial faith in the home country. Back in 1687, the English gov-

ernor had listed the many ways New Yorkers worshipped. You can still hear the 

cross between puzzlement and annoyance in his list of what struck him as oddball 

beliefs and lack of faith altogether: “Here bee not many of the Church of England; 

few Roman Catholicks; abundance of Quakers preachers men and women espe-

cially; Singing Quakers, Ranting Quakers, Sabbatarians, Antisabbatarians; some 

Anabaptists some Independents; some Jews; in short of all sorts of opinions there 

are some, and the most part none at all.”

A� er William and Mary replaced James II, New Yorkers continued to choose 

their own forms of religion. Yet as the city became more heavily populated by the 

English, the Church of England occupied a larger role in the life of the city. When 
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Trinity Church was built in 1698, the stone-and-wood building with the highest 

steeple in New York was meant to be an anchor for the social and religious life of 

all wealthy and ambitious New Yorkers. A British visitor in the 1750s wrote that 

the church was “a very large plain brick building, but within as spacious commo-

dious & handsome a place of worship as I ever saw.” By 1764, Trinity had imported 

The view along Wall Street from Trinity Church via city hall, Bayard’s sugar refi nery, and 
the slave market perfectly captures the complexities of British New York. This image fi rst 
appeared in Frederick Hill’s 1908 history of Wall Street. 



a magnifi cent, expensive pipe organ. Passing by, you could hear the church’s 

power in the thundering instrument. To belong to Trinity, and to be buried in its 

graveyard, was to be an elite New Yorker. Of course, that meant those who could 

not fi nd their fi nal rest there — other denominations of Protestants, Catholics, 

Jews, Africans, the poor — were almost by defi nition not part of that inner circle.

Not far from Trinity on and around Wall Street stood churches for other 

Protestant congregations: most notably the Presbyterian Scots and the remaining 

Dutch, neither of whom liked the Church of England. Toleration by separation 

was the rule in New York, at least on Sundays.

In a port city, there are many ways to get rich and join the fashionable upper 

crust. One of the main sponsors of the new church building was an ambitious 

captain named William Kidd. Kidd made his reputation capturing pirates and 

Drawn in 1717 by William Burgis, perhaps to celebrate King George’s birthday on May 28, 
this view of New York from what is now Brooklyn was meant to highlight the bustling 



bringing their plunder back to divide up among his well-connected sponsors. 

Yet between the prizes he saw glittering before him on the high seas and shi� s 

in power in both London and New York, he decided to become a pirate himself. 

He was half hero and half villain, representing both the city’s shady side and its 

ambition to rise along with the wealth and power of Great Britain. His fatal mis-

take was trying to capture ships from the East India Company in the Red Sea. 

� e company enjoyed more sway in London than he or his New York friends did, 

and in 1701, he was executed for piracy.

Having someone like Captain Kidd serve as one sponsor of Trinity Church is 

New York at work. If, as James Graham said, “Money makes the man,” a person 

could be a valiant sailor one day, a pirate the next, and all the while remain one 

of the patrons of the city’s leading church.

activity of the port city. The tallest building at dead center is Trinity Church, and Wall 
Street leads directly from it to the slave market. 
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City Hall

In Dutch times, the most substantial brick building in town was the city tavern, 

which had started out in 1642 as an inn and lodge for sailors. Eleven years later, 

the solid three-story structure on Coenties Slip became the town’s Stadt Huys, or 

city hall. By 1697, the Lovelace Tavern, next door to the Stadt Huys, replaced it as 

the center of city government.

� e English were not content to govern the city from a tavern. A� er four 

years of construction, in 1703 a brand-new city hall opened, on Wall and Broad 

Streets. As the story goes, stones that had helped support the old wooden wall 

were now used to build the new city hall. What had once been a barrier to guard 

a small city was now the foundation of a civic centerpiece declaring the growing 

wealth, standing, and stability of the new New York.

� e two-story building looked very diff erent from the Dutch tavern turned 

meeting house of thick brown brick. Clean lines framed a spacious, modern 

structure that was the center for all law and governance in the city. At the front, 

two pillars anchored three elegant archways. � e center of the roof was high-

lighted by an open bell tower, which was a kind of information center with its 

bell to warn the whole city in case of alarm, weathervane to show wind direction, 

and clock to tell the time. City hall housed a place for city offi  cials to meet, a 

courtroom, a library of more than sixteen hundred books, and a prison for those 

who could not pay their debts. Decisions made in the court could be quickly 

carried out, for directly across the street were many forms of public punishment 

for criminals: a whipping post, a pillory — where a seated person had hands and 

feet locked in place so everyone could see and insult them — even a cage to both 

house and display prisoners.

� e solid, modest buildings of the Dutch era presented a blank face to the 

street, with lively family life taking place inside private rooms. � e new British 

city hall was a public display of refi nement, intelligence, and style that linked the 

city to fashions and taste in London. To walk along the paved Wall Street with 

its churches and proud new city center was to advertise belonging to the grand 

British world.

As people increasingly gathered on Wall Street, they needed places to relax 
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and converse. In 1701, Gabriel � ompson 

purchased a lot on the northwest corner 

of Wall and William Streets, and it is likely 

that he kept a tavern there. In a time when 

all communication needed to be face-to-

face or in writing, taverns and, increas-

ingly, coff eehouses created a space for free 

conversation. � ompson’s tavern right 

near city hall made sense. As the city’s 

offi  cial business went on in one building, 

the key players could retire to the next one 

to socialize and hash things out.

Today there are coff ee shops in every 

city, town, and mall. � at was not always 

so. � e very fi rst store that sold hot coff ee 

in London opened in 1652. Coff ee shops soon became the social networking sites 

of their day for men (respectable women would not go out alone). A man would 

go to the shop where people who shared his political views gathered. Men would 

sit for hours reading newspapers, exchanging opinions, debating the issues of the 

day. Coff ee shops especially appealed to those with strict religious views who did 

not want to be near liquor.

Farther east along Wall Street stood a very large stone building set back from 

the road. In its own way, it explains as much about New York as all of the other 

sites along the street. � is imposing structure was the sugarhouse of Nicholas 

Bayard. Bayard opened the building in 1730 as a place to house, process, and 

sell “all sorts of sugar and sugar candy.” He was especially proud to have brought 

an expert from Europe who could manage the “mystery” of refi ning sugar. � is 

was not a giant sweetshop; it was a key storehouse for the city’s most important 

business, the international trade in “white gold”: sugar.

Sugar sweetened the three new drinks that were all the rage in Europe and 

its North American colonies — coff ee, tea, and hot chocolate. � e more sugarcane 

that was planted in the West Indies, the more the price dropped, and the more 

From the clock tower on the top of the building 
down to the stocks in the foreground, city hall was 
built to be the center of power — information, law, 
and punishment — in British New York.
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people could aff ord to satisfy their craving for the taste. By the early 1700s, sugar 

use had doubled in England and sugar imports had risen a hundredfold. Sugar 

became so profi table that planters in the Caribbean decided to use every possible 

acre of land for cane and none for food. � at meant they would have to import 

whatever they and their enslaved workers ate. Since New York was a week or 

more closer to the Caribbean than Boston, ships waited in its harbor to gather 

everything planters in the Caribbean needed. Once the merchants landed on the 

sugar islands, they loaded up sugar, rum, molasses, and anything else the islands 

could produce.

Sugar suited New York, the city of transformation and change; there was 

always another deal, another trade, to be made — and not just in goods. Each leg 

of the sugar trade might involve diff erent currency — Spanish, French, English 

coins, debts written out on paper that could be cashed like checks. New York 

merchants became the experts at handling all these forms of money. � ey were 

the bankers and lenders that made the American sugar trade fl ow.

Sugar made these New York merchants rich and anxious. New York was 

wide open. If a businessman arrived on a ship and claimed to have good credit 

in Jamaica, could anyone trust that piece of paper he showed around? And who 

was he anyway? Did anyone know him?  Concerns about bills and strangers 

rested on top of the compelling anxiety whose source was most visible at the end 

of Wall Street.

The Meal Market

All along the East River, markets stood at the ends of the city’s fi ve main streets. 

Each market featured a diff erent sort of product, and at fi rst, Wall Street’s was 

fl our, or, as it was termed, “meal.” In 1711, though, the Meal Market took on a 

new function: it became the place where human beings were bought, sold, and 

hired out. � e offi  cial ordinance announced that “all negro and Indian slaves that 

are let out to hire within the city do take up their standing in order to be hired at 

the market-house at the Wall Street Slip.” � e end of the street that declared the 

wealth and power of English New York was a slave market. � e more New York 

made its money in the sugar trade, the more enslaved Africans mattered to the 
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Left: The Aaron Burr in this bill of 
sale was the father of Aaron Burr the 
later vice president, who was born in 
1756, the same year that this trans-
action took place. The enslaved man 
is called Caesar, and it was typical to 
use Roman names — both as a nod to 
slavery in ancient times and as a kind 
of mocking insult — contrasting the 
enslaved person’s captivity and 
classical, high-sounding name.

Below: A more detailed view of the 
Meal Market from the Burgis Prospect
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city. Not only did enslaved Africans labor, suff er, and die to harvest cane in the 

Caribbean; they were treated as a commodity as more and more New Yorkers 

made use of their labor as servants and workers. By 1721, 20 percent of the 

people in New York were described as owned, and enslaved men and women 

lived in four out of every ten New York homes.

� e wealth that Trinity Church represented on one end of Wall Street showed 

how New York was a place where people, money, and goods could change and 

transform — from buccaneer into civic leader and back again. � e Meal Market 

on the other end of the street was just the opposite. To be an enslaved African 

was to be trapped. Even the old Dutch versions of half freedom were no lon-

ger allowed. African sailors on Spanish ships who were captured in battle and 

brought to New York had to endure endless court trials to prove that they were 

free Spaniards, not enslaved Africans. White New York deprived people of their 

humanity and then lived, uneasily, beside them. Slavery infected the city.

Every boat that sailed down to the sugar islands came back with reports 

of restless and rebellious enslaved people. Revolts kept breaking out on British 

islands such as Barbados and Antigua, while on Jamaica Maroons were fi ghting 

off  the British and carving out a territory of their own. In the hope of dimin-

ishing the threat of an uprising in their own city, some New Yorkers decided to 

make sure their enslaved people came directly from Africa — not from the angry 

islands. But in 1712, that plan backfi red.

Most of New York was hammered together out of wood. With so many 

wooden structures, arson loomed as a terrifying threat. A group of New Yorkers 

claimed that some twenty-four recently arrived Africans made a blood pact: they 

would set fi re to a building, then kill the white people who came to put it out. 

Apparently the plan worked — nine white New Yorkers who rushed to the burn-

ing building were killed — but then the city took revenge. Some seventy enslaved 

Africans were rounded up, twenty were hanged, three were burned alive, and, in 

the most gruesome torture, one had his bones crushed one by one until he died. 

� e more the sugar-slave trade meant to New York, and the more that homes 

were fi lled with enslaved people, the more fearful the white city became, and the 

more brutal its punishments.
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CHAPTER 4 

Two Wall Street trials take us past the elite churches and elegant city hall into the 

deeper confl icts and surprising connections of British New York.

TRUTH

� ere were no local newspapers at all in New York until November 1725, when 

William Bradford began publishing the New York Gazette. � e paper made good 

money printing offi  cial notices and served as a mouthpiece for the colony’s 

administration. In 1732, William Cosby arrived in New York from England to 

take offi  ce as governor. From the fi rst, he announced that he expected large pay-

off s and surrounded himself with allies from the city’s grandees, who were happy 

to keep silent about his gra�  in exchange for access to power. � ose shut out 

from Cosby and his inner circle were furious. � e next year, some who opposed 

Cosby gave enough money to John Peter Zenger, Bradford’s former apprentice, 

to create a competing paper, the Weekly Journal. A battle over power was about 

to be fought in the press — and it wouldn’t be nice.

Zenger’s paper published advertisements for lost animals — but notices about 

“a monkey of the larger sort” or a “spaniel of about fi ve feet fi ve inches” were not 

actually about unusually large missing pets. � ey were satires of the governor’s 

lapdog allies. Cosby himself was accused of committing a thousand crimes for 

which a less infl uential thief would be put in jail. � e Weekly Journal insisted al insisted 

that its insults had a purpose: the press needed to stand up to power. “If such 
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an overgrown criminal, or an impudent 

monster in inequity, cannot immediately 

be come at by ordinary justice, let him yet 

receive the lash of satire, let the glaring 

truths of his ill administration . . . sting 

him with shame, and render his actions 

odious to all honest minds.” Alongside 

its campaign against Cosby, the paper 

reprinted essays from England that were 

suspicious of power concentrating in a 

corrupt Parliament. New York’s local clash 

between insiders and outsiders seemed 

to be part of a larger confl ict throughout 

the English-speaking world about power, 

speech, and rights.

� e governor fought back, and he had 

a powerful weapon. According to English 

law at the time, printing a statement that 

was damaging to authority — for example, 

claiming that the governor was taking 

bribes le�  and right — was suffi  cient to 

send someone to jail. It did not matter at 

all whether or not what you said was true, 

just whether it caused harm to those in 

power. Indeed, if the accusation were true, 

it would be more likely to be believed and 

more harmful to the reputation of the regime: more of a crime.

From the point of view of the law, social harmony in which those in power 

are owed respect was paramount. Undermining the respect owed to the king, his 

ministers, and his appointees by exposing their crimes was not good journal-

ism; it was criminal. Even today, when presidents and other powerful politicians 

attack critical journalists as purveyors of “fake news,” they are making a similar 

This is a reproduction of an actual page from the 
newspaper in which Zenger’s articles appeared. 
Cato was a Roman critic of Julius Caesar and in a 
famous set of letters two British authors used his 
name to frame their critique of the king. Zenger’s 
publication of the Cato letters spread those ideas 
in New York. 
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argument: “I am in power; the press owes me allegiance. To question me is to 

cross me.” At times, President Trump treated criticism of him as something close 

to treason. Honesty does not matter, only loyalty. A similar view is why umpires 

can toss players or managers out of a baseball game if they question ball and 

strike calls. Respect for the umpire’s authority matters more than whether the call 

was correct. An issue that arises daily in the twenty-fi rst century was fought out 

in New York in the 1730s.

James De Lancey, the chief justice of New York, was a perfect example of 

the “in” group. A member of one of the city’s most powerful French Protestant 

(Huguenot) families that was linked by marriage to even more established 

Dutch and English clans, he owed his job to Cosby. One hand washed the other. 

De Lancey decreed that four editions of the Weekly Journal, containing off ensive 

songs, should be burned by the city’s hangman, as if the newspaper itself were a 

criminal. Zenger was arrested for “seditious libel” — that is, harming the gover-

nor in print — and jailed in city hall.

For eight months, Zenger sat in his prison cell. Finally, the trial date 

arrived — a trial in which he would surely be convicted: not only did his case 

perfectly match the existing libel laws, but De Lancey removed Zenger’s lawyers 

(who were, truth to tell, the original backers of his newspaper) and appointed a 

lawyer who was on Cosby’s side.

Law, lawyer, and judge were perfectly aligned — Zenger had no chance. 

But Zenger’s team had hired an advocate of their own, Alexander Hamilton of 

Philadelphia (no relation to the subject of a later Broadway musical), the best 

lawyer in America. While the trial seemed to have been decided before it began, 

Hamilton realized that there was a fl aw in the administration’s plan. � is was a 

jury trial: he could speak to twelve New Yorkers, not the laws of distant England. 

In court, Hamilton off ered a bet: prove that Zenger’s accusations of Cosby were 

false, and the lawyer would admit they were libelous. � en he upped the ante: 

he’d save the government that chore — just let him prove that Zenger’s words were 

true. � e issue, Hamilton was arguing, was not what the law called “libel” but 

truth itself.

Following the law as written, Justice De Lancey ruled that truth could not 
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be considered in the trial. Once again 

Zenger seemed to have no hope. But 

Hamilton had been playing a diff er-

ent game all along. A jury, he now 

explicitly reminded the twelve men, 

is called because they are assumed to 

have local knowledge — to be aware of 

what is likely or unlikely where they 

live. So, he asked, “you . . . citizens of 

New York . . . honest and lawful men”: 

Was the paper Zenger published “false, 

scandalous and seditious”? If libel was 

anything that could be seen to harm a 

public person, “how must a man speak or write, or what must he hear, read, or 

sing? Or when must he laugh, so as to be secure from being taken up as a libeler?”

� e trial was drawing to a close, and Hamilton now linked it to the kinds 

of essays about law and rights that were being published in journals and dis-

cussed in coff eehouses. He argued that as “wise men (who value freedom),” they 

must use “utmost care to support liberty, the only bulwark against lawless power.” 

He did not expressly say that a free press is a necessary form of liberty — as the 

First Amendment to the United States Constitution would later insist. But he was 

raising a similar argument.

De Lancey dismissed everything Hamilton said and returned to the basic 

case: Zenger printed material that fi t the defi nition of libel. He then turned the 

case to the jury. As Zenger’s printed version of the court record accounts, the jury 

did not take long to give their verdict: “� e jury . . . answered by � omas Hunt, 

their foreman, Not Guilty, upon which there were three huzzas in the hall which 

was crowded with people.” Every time De Lancey had overruled Hamilton on 

matters of law, Hamilton had been winning the case. He’d been speaking to the 

jury, not the judge. And they’d listened.

To be fair, Zenger and his supporters were merely the “out” party in local 

political strife — not necessarily any more interested in a truth-telling press than 

This drawing re-creates Hamilton’s defense of Zenger.
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their opponents. Hamilton did not change the law; he just won a case. � e First 

Amendment to the Constitution was still sixty years and a revolution away, and 

English libel law did not change to allow truth as a defense until the 1800s. But 

in Hamilton’s victory you can see hints of the issues leading America toward 

independence: a fear of great power concentrated in hands that were above criti-

cism, a trust in local knowledge, a dawning sense that there were rights that went 

beyond current law or custom. In the dirty fi ghts for power in moneymaking 

New York, there was a glint of the right to speak the truth — if you were white.

SLAVERY

How many fi res does it take to signal a plot? Or is it not just how many, but 

where? � e fi rst fi re in March 1741 came on a Wednesday night in New York’s 

fort while most of the soldiers were sleeping off  the previous day’s celebration of 

St. Patrick. � e governor’s house and those near it went up in fl ames. � e second 

came exactly one week later — at the home of the brother-in-law of Chief Justice 

De Lancey, who had run the Zenger trial seven years earlier — though the fi re was 

contained. Right on cue, on April 1 (the third consecutive Wednesday), a ware-

house near the East River was consumed by fl ames. Two more fi res in diff erent 

parts of the city started later that week, hot coals were found under a haystack on 

April 5, and four more fi res broke out on April 6. What was going on? What was 

behind this rash of burning buildings?

An enslaved man was seen running away from one of the fi res on the sixth — 

and white New Yorkers were convinced he’d set it. Could he have been involved 

in the others? Was this the start of a rebellion? Or even part of a larger plot? 

Damaging the city’s fort could be the fi rst step in letting the French in Canada or 

the Spanish down in the Caribbean sail in and take over. Daniel Horsmanden, 

a lawyer and ally of the now-deceased Governor Cosby, was given the charge 

to run the grand jury called to identify the culprits. � is was a perfect assign-

ment for Horsmanden, a lawyer from England hustling for work in New York — 

if he could not fi nd a rich widow to marry. � e bigger the conspiracy, the more 

important he would be.

Cuff ee, the enslaved man who had been caught near the fi re, was already in 
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prison, as were a larger group of enslaved people who had been rounded up on 

general suspicion. One had been heard shouting, “Fire, Fire, Scorch, Scorch,” as 

if he were enjoying the destruction and urging on the fl ames. � e investigation, 

though, began in a diff erent and revealing fashion. � e grand jury set out to fi nd 

white people who sold alcohol to the enslaved. � e implication — which contin-

ued throughout the trials — was that if there was a rebellion afoot, it must have 

been led by white people; it could not have come solely from angry slaves. But 

there was also a reverse truth hidden in that assumption: everyone knew that 

white people and Black people were in contact, were not merely defi ned by status 

and color but were, at the very edges of New York, coming together.

� at is exactly what the jury heard about the white tavern keeper John 

Hughson. He not only served Black people, but rented a room to a white woman 

named Peggy and the child she had with an enslaved man who managed to pay 

for her stay. Even before the fi rst fi re, Hughson had been taken to court for being 

a fence: receiving goods that enslaved people stole and reselling them. Caesar 

and Prince, who sold the stolen goods to him, were said to hold meetings where 

they pretended to be Freemasons — a real secret society to which people such 

as George Washington and Benjamin Franklin belonged. Were they having fun 

imitating the silly rituals of their owners, or were they conducting more ominous 

rites of their own? Rumor had it that Hughson himself had urged the two to 

“burn the houses of them that have the most money, and kill them all.”

What was going on at Hughson’s place?

Indentured servants were not enslaved, but they had very few rights until they 

paid off  or served a term of a set amount of years. � e court off ered Hughson’s 

indentured servant Mary Burton an end to her indenture if she would tell all she 

knew. She talked about the stolen goods sales but had nothing to say about fi res, 

until she was threatened with prison. � en she claimed she had heard Hughson and 

several enslaved people plotting the fi re in the fort. Caesar and Prince were con-

victed of the�  and hanged. Peggy, Hughson’s tenant, saw that she was in danger and 

began to confess, as did some of the enslaved people being held in the city hall jail.

Two enslaved people were quickly convicted of plotting the fi re and were 

condemned to be burned at the stake. Facing that horrible death, they off ered 
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confessions and named others — 

which, in the end, did not change 

their fate. Being burned alive was 

reserved for enslaved people, so 

Hughson and Peggy were hung. � e 

pace of accusation and trial now 

quickened as one enslaved person 

a� er another understood: Confess and 

name names and you will be hanged. 

Resist and you will have a slow, pain-

ful death in the fl ames.

Horsmanden saw further proof 

of the necessity and righteousness of 

his cause in every new conviction. But 

as the alleged conspiracy seemed to 

become larger and larger, he grew cer-

tain that it was part of a grand scheme 

orchestrated by a white person of far 

more infl uence than Hughson (and 

certainly not a woman like Peggy), 

and for global not local reasons. Which white people would want to destroy 

English New York? To Horsmanden, the answer seemed obvious: Catholics. John 

Ury, a music teacher who had just shown up in town, was rumored to be a priest 

in disguise. Here, here was the key to it all — the devil behind all the evils. Ury 

was quickly tried and hanged. As the executions sped by, four whites and sev-

enteen Black people were hanged, thirteen enslaved people were burned, and 

seventy-two white people were exiled from New York. � irty-four deaths.

“I am a stranger to you” began the anonymous letter received by a high offi  -

cial that summer. Apparently a Bostonian, this outsider was moved to write as he 

read about the burning of enslaved people. � ese “horrible executions among you 

upon this occasion puts me in mind of our New England Witchcra�  in the year 

1692.” Naming other people could spare an enslaved person the fi re, but the court 

From Daniel Horsmanden’s point of view, the more seri-
ous the “conspiracy” in New York, and the more people 
he convicted, the more important he would be. 
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The larger map drawn in 1763 shows the 
growing city. Note that Wall Street, which 
had been the limit of New Amsterdam, 
now ends at the fi rst R in HARBOUR. The 
inset shows the Collect Pond, and near it, 
just past the end of wide Broadway, the 
Negro Burial Ground. Next to the word 
Burial where the map says Pot Baker is er is 
the spot where convicted “conspirators” 
were executed. 
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would neither hear nor weigh anything an enslaved person said against a white 

person. Enslaved people could only testify in court against other enslaved people, 

and indeed, much of the evidence that sent them to their death came solely from 

fellow enslaved people. � e Bostonian thought that such evidence was as dubious 

as the spirits that were said to have been fl ying around the courthouse in Salem’s 

famous witch trials. “It makes me suspect that your present case, & ours heretofore 

are much the same and that Negro & Spectre evidence will turn out alike.” A� er 

all, “any body would chuse rather to be hanged than to be burnt.” � e letter writer 

suspected that the New York trials would end when elites were named.

Maybe the Bostonian was right. As Mary Burton, Hughson’s former inden-

tured servant, kept adding to her story, she indicated that “some people in 

ruffl  es” (wealthy, important) had been in on the plotting at Hughson’s tavern. No 

one pursued that idea, and the trials did indeed come to a close.

� e fi res stopped. But what had actually happened back in March and April? 

Were enslaved people conspiring? Were low-level thieves setting fi res to hide 

evidence or distract attention? Were enslaved people holding dark ceremonies, 

or having a bit of fun imitating and mocking their enslavers? Was the angry talk 

of “Fire, Fire” or “kill them all” a sign of frustration and resentment, or an actual 

incitement to murder? A history written in 1827 thought that “hostility to the 

Catholic religion” biased the judge in a fashion “very unfriendly to the fair devel-

opment of truth.” In the 1960s, though, some historians came to think that an 

important rebellion of the enslaved really did take place in 1741. Today, most 

authorities agree that we cannot know why each fi re started. We do know that as 

the trials went on, some people did not trust the court or believe the fatal confes-

sions. New York City had become another Salem, Massachusetts — but in Salem 

supposed witches were hanged, while in New York enslaved people were burned.

During his trial at city hall, John Hughson spoke of hatred of “them that 

have the most money” — the elite symbolized by Trinity Church at the other end 

of Wall Street from the Meal Market. From Leisler’s clash with the city’s grandees 

down to grumbling in taverns, signs of a growing chasm between rich and poor 

accompanied New York’s increasing wealth and trade. As Mary Burton sent one 

enslaved person a� er another to a gruesome death, she described the grind at the 
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bottom of the city’s social scale: the poorest whites, some of them immigrants 

from Ireland, scraping by to rise, or not fall, by turning against Black people who 

had even less. New York, the city of fi nance where experts exchanged one form 

of money for another, rested on an explosive base of the poor, the indentured, 

the enslaved. And yet even at that volatile touch point of the desperate, there was 

the interracial couple. Black and white people were meeting, having children, 

starting families. � e city could not stand still: one person, one group was always 

pressing against another, creating friction and contact. And it was all there to be 

found in the buildings, and trials, of Wall Street.

� e next act in the drama of freedom and slavery again unfolded in city hall 

and farther along Wall Street, closer to the docks.



Revolution

CHAPTER 5

TWO SIDES OF A CITY IN FERMENT

War was good for New York City in the 1700s, and from 1740 on, England and 

France battled almost continuously in Europe, in India, in Africa, and especially 

in North America and the Caribbean. � e more British ships that needed to be 

provisioned and loaded, the more soldiers and sailors requiring equipment, the 

better for New York. And when the confl ict fl ared in the Caribbean, there was an 

extra road to riches for an enterprising white man. Just as in the days of Captain 

Kidd, he could buy a ship, call himself a privateer, attack French vessels sailing 

among the islands, and take home prizes. Between 1756 and 1763, when this 

Anglo-French confl ict spanned the globe, 128 privateers hauled eighty captured 

ships worth 1 million British pounds (more than 220 million modern American 

dollars) into New York’s port. Fortune-hunting privateers were no longer pillars 

of society, as Kidd had been, but they could arrive in the city with little more than 

will and determination and make money, as did Isaac Sears from Connecticut, 

where his father gathered oysters, and Alexander McDougall, fresh off  the boat 

from Scotland.

Sears and McDougall were assertive, outspoken leaders and soon found men 

of similar temperament. By the mid-1760s, the new “senseless people”— workers 

who did not take kindly to orders from England or from the New York grandees 

of their time — called themselves the Sons of Liberty. Groups with a similar name 

were forming in all the colonies and sharing ideas in letters.
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Parliament and King George III had imposed a “stamp tax” on the col-

onies — the colonists now had to purchase a new stamp to place on any legal 

document or even newspaper. � e tax itself was not so high that it was diffi  cult to 

pay. Indeed, the leaders of the colonies all agreed that if Parliament simply came 

to the legislatures of each colony and asked them to raise a certain sum of money, 

that would be fi ne. � e issue was not money. It was freedom and slavery.

As the colonists saw it, if England could tax them without giving them any 

voice or vote, they were like helpless children or, worse, like people powerless to 

help themselves: slaves. Patrick Henry in Virginia was the fi rst to object to the 

tax. James Otis in Massachusetts joined him, and he suggested that representa-

tives from all the colonies meet in New York. Philadelphia was a larger city, but 

the meeting was set for New York. In October 1765, twenty-seven men from nine 

colonies arrived in the city (in four colonies, governors wary of the meeting did 

not allow a delegation to be selected). � e representatives met at city hall — and 

around town. As the clock neared four, they would retire to convenient taverns 

to continue their discussions, eat what was then called “dinner,” and hammer 

out positions. � ose informal meetings were as important as any of the resolu-

tions they managed to pass; the Stamp Act Congress, as this assembly was called, 

was only the second time in the entire history of British North America that the 

separate colonies had met together (the fi rst had been arranged by Benjamin 

Franklin in 1754 as the Seven Years’ War loomed). � e tavern discussions, like 

the Sons of Liberty letters, gave people who lived in colonies with distinct laws 

and traditions a dawning sense of being part of something larger. � ey were not 

just transplanted Europeans living in far-fl ung locations. Together they might be 

something else: Americans.

New York fosters mixture — and clash. Led by Sears and McDougall, the Sons 

of Liberty were not interested in formulating well-cra� ed and respectful peti-

tions to beg humble consideration from Parliament. � ey would force change 

with their fi sts and fury.

On October 23, the Edward landed in New York carrying boxes of stamps. 

Two thousand enraged New Yorkers were there to meet the ship, howling against 

the loss of liberty that the tax represented. When night fell, sailors snuck seven 
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boxes of stamps off  the ship and hurried them into the nearby fort. Once word 

got out, posters began appearing around town warning everyone against using the 

stamps: “� e fi rst man that either distributes or makes use of stamped paper, let 

him take care of his house, person and eff ects. We dare.” � e posters were signed 

“Vox Populi” — the voice of the people. � e angry, violent crowd of people, that 

is — not the elegant delegates of the Stamp Act Congress still debating at city hall.

Wall Street embodied the stable, moderate side of the modernizing city. 

Indeed, in 1762, streetlights were set up in town, the pillory in front of city hall 

was dismantled, and the Meal Market was closed down. When the market was in 

its prime, though, a coff ee shop opened up right next to it as a place for captains 

and traders to gather. By the 1750s, the Merchants Coff ee House was one of the 

most popular spots in New York and a gathering place for those impatient for 

change. If you wanted news straight from ships landing in the city, or, equally, if 

you wanted to stage a protest to send a message to town leaders, the Merchants 

Coff ee House was the place to go.

The Merchants Coffee House, near the Meal Market and the docks, was a true center of 
New York in the period leading up to the revolution. This image is from the Frederick Hill 
history of Wall Street. 
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Cra� ed speeches and angry mobs were not the only possible methods of 

opposing the stamps. On October 31, some key New Yorkers suggested a new 

way to fi ght back. A� er talking it over at the Merchants Coff ee House, they 

decided that they would stop buying goods from England. � e New York Gazette

announced a policy of nonimportation: “It is better to wear a homespun coat than 

lose our liberty.” Instead of buying imported fabrics, local women could weave 

their own. Some two hundred merchants agreed to boycott English imports. As 

businessmen, they expected that Parliament would listen to economic reason, 

even if it ignored protests about liberty and freedom. � is American innova-

tion — fi ghting a hated policy by choosing what you buy or don’t buy — has the 

great advantage that it allows everyone, women, children, even enslaved people, 

to make a diff erence. Politicians can say what they want, but everyone with a coin 

can vote with what they decide to boycott or to buy.

� e next day, the Stamp Act went into eff ect. � e city mourned: ships fl ew 

their fl ags at half-mast; buildings were hung with black fabric; at the Merchants 

Coff ee House, game boards were similarly clothed in black. � e city was treating 

the new law as the death of freedom. Daylight hours ticked by; the city stood 

ominously silent. � en came night and time for the crowd, the mob, to speak.

Near the fort at the foot of Manhattan, the Sons of Liberty built an effi  gy 

of New York’s lieutenant governor, Cadwallader Colden — the one offi  cial in the 

colony who was determined to enforce the Stamp Act. His image, and one of 

the devil set beside him, went up in fl ames. Rattling cowbells and screaming, 

the men ran down and menaced the fort, then burned Colden’s expensive coach. 

One group of some three hundred men peeled off  to pillage and burn the pos-

sessions of a British offi  cer who had threatened to “cram the Stamps down their 

throats.” New York was on the edge of turning from riot to revolution.

A poster tacked up at the Merchants Coff ee House called for a direct attack 

on the fort on November 5. Colden stalled for time, holding off  enforcement of 

the Stamp Act until a newly appointed governor arrived. And indeed, Sir Henry 

Moore, fresh from his post in Jamaica, managed to cool tempers on all sides. � e 

crisis passed.

As 1765 limped to an end, there were two diff erent revolutions brewing in 
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the city. At city hall, the Stamp Act Congress 

had begun linking the colonies together and 

creating a sense of shared legal principles, 

especially among the wealthy, educated, white 

elite: New York as center of connection. On 

the streets and down at the Merchants Coff ee 

House, sailors, artisans, and laborers were fi nd-

ing their own sense of community and voice in 

rage, violence, and shared fury: New York as 

center of confl ict.

For the moment, elites, mobs, and women 

spinning cloth shared a common purpose in 

opposing Parliament. But there were those 

among the grandees who feared the crowds 

more than the crown, and those among massed 

men whose anger could easily leap from English 

laws to Catholics to the rich. And unheard in 

the protests were women, enslaved people, and 

free people of color who had to calculate what 

all this ferment would mean for them.

FROM PROTEST TO WAR

� e Stamp Act protests and nonimportation plan worked — sort of. Urged by 

minister William Pitt (whose name is honored in the city of Pittsburgh), 

Parliament rescinded the Stamp Tax. New Yorkers celebrated by building a statue 

of Pitt and giving it a place of honor on Wall Street. But Pitt and Parliament only 

agreed to eliminate this one tax. At the same time, they passed a law asserting 

that they had the power to tax the colonies as they saw fi t. Tensions continued 

to rise, and 1770 saw the fi rst true armed clashes of the revolution, starting on 

January 19, 1770, when an angry crowd of New Yorkers fought hand to hand with 

British troops in the Battle of Golden Hill, six weeks before the now better-known 

“massacre” in Boston. Soon enough, Parliament passed new taxes, this time on 

This image of a pro-British Tory being 
mocked and assailed by a crowd of colonists 
was once seen as a sign of the New Yorkers’ 
unquenchable passion for liberty. It is that, 
but it also shows the turn to vigilante mob 
violence that is a more disturbing strand in 
American history, up to the present day. 
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This announcement of the repeal of the Stamp Act did indeed bring “joy to 
Americans.” But at the same time the British government insisted on its right 
to declare other taxes when it chose to do so — which would eventually lead 
to war. 
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tea. By September 1773, ships fi lled with a half million pounds of the leaves were 

on their way to Boston, New York, and down the coast. Drink that tea and the 

colonists would be accepting the very principle that they saw as the essence of 

subjugation: taxation without representation.

� e Boston Tea Party in December 1773 may be more famous, but New York 

was equally determined to reject the tea. In April 1774, an angry crowd met in 

front of the Merchants Coff ee House. � e captain of one tea-carrying ship met 

the Sons of Liberty at the same coff eehouse, where he was warned that “for the 

safety of your cargo, your vessel, and your persons,” it would be wise to turn back 

and go home. He did. A second ship landed, and, just as in Boston, mildly dis-

guised colonists dumped its tea into the water.

King George decided to punish the colonists, and by 1775, a confl ict between 

motherland and its rebellious children seemed inevitable. � at April, New Yorkers 

gathered — as one would by now expect — at the Coff ee House (still in the same 

spot, now with a slightly diff erent name) to get word about the initial battles in 

Lexington and Concord, Massachusetts. Come summer, as the city awaited the 

arrival of George Washington, general of the newly created Continental Army, 

a committee fi rst of sixty men and later one hundred ran the city from inside 

the Coff ee House. Outside, New York’s angry crowds roiled, surged, and made 

demands.

NEW YORK LOST

New York played a central role in the American Revolution — but not in the way 

that either the British or the Americans expected. � e British thought it would 

be the most important spot to conquer. European wars were won when one side 

captured the other’s capital city, which made Philadelphia and New York key 

objectives. With control of New York’s port and the Hudson River link to Canada, 

the king’s men thought they would have an easy time of crushing the rebellion. 

John Adams agreed — he believed that the city was “a kind of key to the whole 

continent”— and George Washington made defending the city his great stand 

to hold off  the invading enemy. � e largest single battle of the war was the aptly 

named Battle of Brooklyn. � ere, General Washington made the crucial strategic 
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discovery that would save his cause: he could win by losing — or at least by 

not fi ghting.

Washington had somewhere between 13,500 and 23,000 men with him, 

depending on how many deserted, fi nished their enrollment, or signed up. By 

August 1776, the British had 32,000 soldiers and 10,000 sailors and marines in 

Staten Island, the largest European overseas armed force ever assembled.

Starting on August 26, the well-trained British forces raced across Long 

Island, defeating Washington’s men all along the way and trapping his army in 

Brooklyn. With the British at their back and the East River looming in front 

of them, the Americans could not retreat. Washington had already lost some 

1,200 men in the day’s fi ghting. If the British — who had come through almost 

unscathed — charged, the Americans would surely be forced to surrender.

But the British hesitated.

According to one story, Native Americans helped Washington by calling out 

their war cries, which set dogs barking and disguised the sound of marching 

men. � en, under cover of night, Washington was able to ferry his troops to 

Manhattan. � e Americans had lost, badly, but they had not been forced to sur-

render. � at would be the key to the entire war: so long as Washington’s forces 

could avoid major clashes but keep fi ghting, the British would have to keep chas-

ing them. And every so o� en, the Americans could steal a victory — and raise 

their spirits. � at would fi rst happen in Harlem.

Washington’s army was safe in Manhattan, but demoralized, injured, and in 

disarray. Six thousand of his men who lived in nearby Connecticut simply went 

home. � e Americans retreated north, up the island, while the British followed 

them across the river. Frightened, the Americans began running hither and yon. 

Near what is now Forty-Second Street, Washington saw his men “fl ying in every 

direction and in the greatest confusion.” Furious, he screamed, “Good God! Have 

I got such troops as those?” He had to be led away — to make sure he was not 

captured. Guided by calm offi  cers such as Lieutenant Aaron Burr, the army 

headed north, reaching Harlem Heights. � e British trailed behind.

On September 16, small units of the two armies clashed on a farm near what 

is now 106th Street and West End Avenue, and the Americans slipped away 
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George Washington hoped to block the large British and Hessian army in Brooklyn, but 
he left one path largely unguarded. On the night of August 26 and into the following 
morning, fourteen thousand British soldiers swept past the fi ve American defenders. By 
late afternoon, the British had total victory. But Washington and his men managed to 
escape to Manhattan and New Jersey, to fi ght another day. 
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again, near to 125th Street. � e contemptuous British sounded the horn for a fox 

hunt — as if their enemies were mere prey — and gave chase. � is was the ultimate 

insult, especially for fox-hunting Virginians like Washington. � e Americans’ unit, 

though, was now close to their main force, and Washington agreed to counter-

attack. Instead of gleefully pursuing weak Americans, the British unit was 

suddenly at bay. In two hours of fi ghting, the British lost fourteen men and had 

to retreat. As Joseph Reed, one of Washington’s aides, wrote to his wife, “You can 

hardly conceive the change it has made in our army. � e men have recovered 

their spirits and feel a confi dence which before they had quite lost.”

Battles in New York le�  the Americans defeated but able to retreat to fi ght 

another day. � e skirmish in Harlem had given them a model — quick attacks, 

sneak attacks, could raise morale and hurt the enemy. � e British victory in 

Brooklyn made New York a Tory town — the capital of Loyalist America. British 

soldiers showed their views by chopping the head and arms off  of the likeness of 

William Pitt — the Parliamentarian who had defended the colonies — leaving the 

statue on Wall Street mutilated. British New York suited wealthy New Yorkers 

such as Oliver De Lancey and William Bayard, who had never been happy about 

the push toward independence. � e grandees won; the “mob” was silenced.

In a pattern that would continue into the next century, the rule of a pro-

British elite off ered some benefi ts for African Americans. In order to undermine 

their enemies, the British military off ered freedom to any enslaved man who ran 

away and joined them — though the freedom the British off ered was a wartime 

strategy, not a rejection of slavery. � ey continued to hold slave auctions and 

did not free the enslaved of Loyalist Americans. Indeed, throughout the war, 

more African Americans chose to fi ght for the new nation than for the king. Still, 

in British New York, free African Americans were known to attend “Ethiopian 

Balls” where they conversed with British offi  cers — to the horror of the rebelling 

colonists. As enslaved people slipped away to freedom in New York — including 

some previously in service to Patrick Henry and George Washington — it became 

a more African American city. So long, that is, as it remained British.

� ere was a perfect weapon the Americans could use against British 

New York — the very one that had caused so much fear in the 1741 trials: fi re. 
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Washington considered, but rejected, a plan to burn the city — and then an 

accident (or conspiracy, though current evidence favors chance) set the city 

afl ame on September 21, 1776. � e fi re started near the tip of Manhattan, then 

spread through wooden buildings along the west side. Trinity Church was 

topped by a wooden steeple. When fl ames reached the steeple, it looked like “a 

vast pyramid of fi re,” and in just a few minutes the church was destroyed. By the 

time the fi re burned out, one hundred buildings, fully a quarter of the homes in 

the city, were gone.

Loyalists in New York who cast their lot with the British remained to dance 

and dine with British offi  cers in the charred city, and profi t from supplying an 

army. African Americans had to decide whether to accept freedom from the cal-

culating British or remain enslaved to Americans who claimed their own cause 

was freedom. New York had been the prize at the start of the war, but then sat on 

the sidelines until it was over.

This engraving of the city in fl ames was created close to the time of the event by Franz 
Xaver Habermann, a German artist. 
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Capital

CHAPTER 6

THE FIRST TRIUMPH — EVACUATION DAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1783 

“In this place, and at this moment of exultation and triumph, while the Ensigns 

of Slavery still linger in our sight, we look up to you, our deliverer.” With these 

words, the victorious General George Washington, pausing at Cape’s Tavern on 

Broadway and Wall Street, was welcomed back to New York. Standing beside 

Washington was General George Clinton, governor of New York State, with his 

young nephew De Witt cheering from the sidelines. In careful ranks just ahead of 

them, the British army (the “Ensigns of Slavery”) departed. For the next hundred 

years, Evacuation Day was an offi  cial holiday in the city — the moment of transi-

tion and liberation, for some.

� e British, and the Great Fire of 1776, le�  behind a devastated city of 

ghosts. As a returning patriot noticed, once-proud Trinity Church was a 

“ghastly” shell, as dead as the “surrounding graves.” Fragments of buildings 

created “grim shadows,” giving streets an “unearthly aspect.” Homes that soldiers 

had used as living quarters looked “as if they had been inhabited by savages or 

wild beasts.” Angry rebels entering the ravaged city hunted for lingering ene-

mies. � ey wanted their homes back and rent money for the time they had been 

occupied by British troops. American prisoners had been crammed into prison 

ships and Livingston’s Sugar House, where they were starved and le�  to die from 

disease, abuse, and neglect. Somewhere between four thousand and eleven thou-

sand prisoners lost their lives. � eir friends and relatives clamored for revenge. 
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Loyalists who had reveled in the British occupation during the war were terrifi ed. 

By Evacuation Day, some forty thousand Loyalists — from nearby areas as well 

as the city itself — had boarded ships in New York and le�  to start new lives in 

Canada or England.

“I am totally ruined,” lamented William Bayard as he prepared to sail off  to 

England. � e De Lanceys — long one of the most infl uential families in the col-

ony — realized they would lose their vast real estate holdings along the East River.

As the Loyalists fl ed, the Sons of Liberty saw their moment. A political party 

of “mechanics” (workers) swept the elections in December and demanded that 

any Loyalists who remained in the city lose their right to vote, and even to engage 

in “trade and commerce.” � e people were hungry to turn the tables on the gran-

dees, but what of those the Loyalists had protected?

About four thousand departing people, one-tenth of the total civilian evac-

uation, were African Americans — many of whom had escaped to the city to take 

up the British off er of freedom. Washington was but one of many who came 

to New York and demanded that what he considered his property be returned 

to him. Guy Carleton, the British general who was turning the city over to the 

rebels, refused. He felt honor bound to respect the deal made during the war. 

From the point of view of Washington’s triumphant army, the British soldiers 

were “ensigns of slavery.” From the point of view of African Americans, enslavers 

were retaking control. For the next hundred and twenty years, New York City 

would become less and less African American and more and more white. Within 

the city, radical groups such as the “mechanics” were made up of white workers. 

White advocates for African American rights tended to be elites. Greater voice 

for white workers meant less support for African Americans. � is tension would 

run through the entire history of the city.

By 1784, a timeline for abolishing slavery was adopted by all of New York 

State’s neighbors except New Jersey. � e following year, abolitionists met in New 

York City — yet again at the Merchants Coff ee House. Some of the most prom-

inent people in the state were there, including Alexander Hamilton, Governor 

Clinton, the city’s mayor, and John Jay, a close associate of General Washington’s. 

� e group’s eff orts to free enslaved people and protect those still in bondage from 
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abuse were slow to gain traction, 

but by 1790 one-third of the Black 

people in New York City were free. 

And in 1799, New York State ruled 

that children born a� er July 4 would 

be free once they reached adulthood.

A few free Black families man-

aged to hold on to the “Negro Farms” 

they had been granted back in Dutch 

times outside of the old wall, near a 

stream called Minetta (apparently an 

English version of the Dutch mintje 

kill, or “tiny stream”) that ran to the 

Hudson. But exercising the right to 

land meant having to be able to pay 

taxes and upkeep on it. And that 

was diffi  cult, as the jobs open to free 

Black people were very limited.

Demonstrating an early version 

of its endless ability to regenerate, 

New York quickly got back on its feet. 

Within two years of Evacuation Day, 

its population doubled as Americans 

exiled during the war returned and 

were joined by people eager to rise 

with the new nation. Two young 

lawyers — Aaron Burr and Alexander 

Hamilton — found homes on Wall Street with their families and set about seeking 

clients. Siding with the more radical workers, Burr favored confi scating some of 

the Loyalist properties and selling them off . Siding with the wealthy, Hamilton 

argued that letting old Loyalists vote, build business, even prosper was good 

for everyone, even workers. � e more money in the community and the more 

This offi cial proclamation informed New Yorkers where 
General Washington would land and how he would 
progress through the city. Note the mention of the 
“tea-water pump” at the end of the fi rst paragraph. 
Fresh water would soon become an issue in Manhattan. 
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buying and selling, the better. As he defended their rights, Hamilton also con-

vinced wealthy people who distrusted and disliked the new nation to help shape 

it, rather than plot to make it fail. Put profi t ahead of vengeance, he preached, and 

the bustling city listened.

THE SECOND TRIUMPH — INAUGURATION

� e thirteen former colonies were free of British rule, but how should they gov-

ern themselves? Should there be an executive, a president, and if so, what should 

that person be called — not His Majesty like a king, surely? What should the 

nation’s money be, and where should it be created? Each former colony had its 

own currency, and every trading ship brought in English, Spanish, and French 

coins. How should the government itself be organized, and where would it meet? 

Where was the nation’s capital?

Initially, the states created Articles of Confederation, which le�  them as 

largely separate entities, but by September 1788 a new constitution was written 

and adopted, bringing the United States together under a central government. 

Under the new constitution, George Washington was elected as the nation’s fi rst 

president. He, and Congress, headed for New York City — for the moment, the 

nation’s headquarters. Philadelphia, still the larger city, had proven too danger-

ous when crowds of soldiers surrounded Congress, demanding back pay for their 

service during the war. Pierre Charles L’Enfant was asked to redesign city hall as 

Federal Hall, to be the center of all government. L’Enfant chose a simple, elegant 

design that harked back to ancient Greece and Rome. � e America he envisioned 

was rational, clear, and democratic — no showy signs of aristocratic wealth and 

power. Wall Street was about to change from being the most fashionable street in 

a British city to the center of politics, government, and fi nance for a new nation. 

But fi rst it had to welcome the new chief.

In April 1789, Washington traveled north from Virginia via Philadelphia. 

On the twenty-fi rst, as he crossed the bridge to Trenton, New Jersey, girls dressed 

in white spread fl owers ahead of him. An arch overhead was supported by thir-

teen columns and read THE DEFENDER OF THE MOTHERS WILL BE THE PROTECTOR OF 

THE DAUGHTERS, with the dates of important battles that had been fought nearby 
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First published in 1790, this is the only original image of Washington’s inauguration. 
Historians have noticed that it focuses entirely on the dignitaries, not the watching 
crowds at street level. The building is a redesigned version of the old city hall, and 
the link to ancient Greece and Rome seen in the clean, spare look and columns 
was deliberate.
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at Trenton and Princeton. By the twenty-third, he reached Elizabethtown, where 

a fi � y-foot boat rowed by thirteen oarsmen dressed in white waited to deliver 

him to New York City.

� e presidential boat, accompanied by two others fi lled with singers chant-

ing songs written for the occasion, landed at Wall Street around two in the a� er-

noon. Washington made his way to a rented house to rest. � e city had seven 

more days to prepare for his inauguration.

Inauguration Day was cloudy, which discouraged no one. Celebratory gun-

fi re woke the city that morning, and the streets began to fi ll early. Boats bring-

ing visitors from nearby states clogged the harbor. Church bells began ringing 

at nine, calling people to pray for their new president. By twelve thirty, a del-

egation — including John Adams, who had already been sworn in as vice pres-

ident — went to meet Washington at his home. Washington had made one 

symbolic choice of his own — his clothes were made entirely of American cloth 

from a Connecticut mill.

� e one surviving image shows him on the balcony of L’Enfant’s redesigned 

building, surrounded by dignitaries. Missing from the image are the crowds of 

people that jammed the street below. Missing at the start of the ceremony was a 

Bible on which Washington could swear to uphold his oath of offi  ce. No one had 

remembered to bring one, so Robert Livingston — who, like Washington, was a 

Freemason — sent someone to rush over to a local Masonic lodge to pick one 

up. Standing on top of a classmate’s house across the street, Eliza Susan Morton 

noticed that the Bible rested on a table covered with red velvet. Finally, with 

everyone, and everything, in place, George Washington swore, “I will faithfully 

execute the offi  ce of the President of the United States and will, to the best of my 

ability, preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States.” � e 

crowd roared, bells rang out across the city — and it was done. America had its 

constitution and its president. And, for the moment, its capital city: New York.
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CHAPTER 7 

Did New York deserve the honor of hosting the nation’s government? A busy port 

town that already featured Federal Hall, it could be seen as a midpoint between 

the fl inty New Englanders and the proud southern slaveholding squires. One 

plan envisioned turning the tip of Manhattan into a federal district, with a pres-

idential home on nearby Governors Island. But was New York even American 

at all? A visiting Frenchman thought that “if there is one city on the American 

continent which above all others displays English luxury, it is New York.” Some 

of the city’s wealthiest women were rumored to want to be called “lady,” as if they 

were British aristocrats. Alexander Hamilton disagreed. He thought the city’s 

very wealth and fi nancial power was just what the new nation needed.

Hamilton worked with furious intensity. As the Broadway musical Hamilton

explains, he didn’t want to waste his “shot” — his chance to shape the new nation. 

Hamilton was convinced that the country needed to prove to potential inves-

tors — both at home and overseas — that it was trustworthy. His America was like 

Hamilton himself: a young immigrant land that needed to demonstrate its worth. 

He wanted an America like New York City, where money could make the man. 

� is was precisely the opposite of what some other key leaders — such as � omas 

Jeff erson and James Madison — thought.

Jeff erson and Madison, both Virginian slaveholders, wanted an America 

made up of self-suffi  cient farmers, who could decide for themselves how to spend 

their money and use their time. � e man himself was more important than his 
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wealth. A strong central government might, for example, impose taxes or abolish 

slavery. To these founders, America’s obligation was to established, independent 

Americans like themselves. Hadn’t America just fought a war to diminish the 

control of large and distant governments?

Take currency. During the war, the Continental Congress had printed 

money that no one valued, and so it had taken 167 Continental dollars to buy a 

dollar’s worth of gold. A� er the war ended, sharp-eyed businessmen had sought 

out soldiers and off ered to pay them for their Continental currency — at a huge 

discount. � ey might off er fi � een cents for every Continental dollar. � e busi-

nessmen were making two bets: the soldiers and their families would be desper-

ate and eager to sell, and the new government would eventually fully fund the 

Continental bills. One old dollar would be worth one new dollar to the person 

smart enough — or rich enough — to hold the Continentals until the government 

made that off er.

To people such as Jeff erson and Madison, this was a betrayal of the revolution. 

Examples of colonial currency. The variety of images and denominations shows the lack 
of a single central authority.
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� e soldiers who’d risked their lives deserved every penny. Speculators deserved 

nothing. Hamilton saw it diff erently. It would be too diffi  cult to fi nd every soldier 

and give him back his money. And a deal was a deal. If you made a bad bargain, 

that was your decision. To him, the government needed to show all creditors that 

it would make good on its debts. All debts from the war — whether from individ-

ual states or the bills issued by the Continental Congress — should be collected 

together and paid by the new American national government.

Which should laws favor, people or principle? Individuals who had sac-

rifi ced for the nation — and then made bad, or desperate, fi nancial decisions? 

Or a central government that set rules and played by them, even if that le�  the 

wealthy or powerful to reap profi ts at the expense of those heroes? Hamilton 

saw Jeff erson and Madison as hypocrites. An anonymous article that some his-

torians think he wrote asked, “Who talk most about liberty and equality . . . ? 

Is it not those who hold the bill of rights in one hand and a whip for aff righted 

slaves in the other?” � e rural slaveholders saw Hamilton as accumulating dan-

gerous — almost royal — power in “Hamiltonopolis,” a city of scheming fi nanciers 

eager to fl eece honest, hardworking people.

TRADING THE CAPITAL FOR CAPITAL

Over the course of the spring and summer of 1790, the prospects for Hamilton’s 

debt plan were poor. According to Jeff erson, it was in this moment of peril that 

Hamilton came to his home for a dinner that would reshape the future of New 

York City — and, in some ways, the country. On the night of June 20, Hamilton, 

Jeff erson, and Madison sat together to eat and talk. Hamilton then made an 

off er — a swap: if they would agree to his debt plan, he would support their idea 

to move the nation’s capital fi rst from New York to Philadelphia, then, once the 

site was prepared, to a new location along the Potomac River between Maryland 

and Virginia. America’s government would be planted in the South, the slave-

holding South of Jeff erson and Madison, near their plantations in Virginia — not 

the North of businessmen, traders, fi nanciers, and abolitionists. In time, the 

same L’Enfant who had designed Federal Hall would indeed plan out what is 

today Washington, DC.
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� e dinner deal — if we believe Jeff erson’s account — held. Hamilton’s plan 

passed Congress, and New York lost its chance to be — like London or Paris — the 

single fi nancial, cultural, and political capital of a nation. In the long run, that 

may have served New York best, for it could concentrate on what it already did 

well: making money and telling stories through art and media.

From a modern point of view, it is easy to criticize the southern slaveholders. 

But Hamilton’s side of the compromise equally refl ected his limitations, and the 

proof played out in his beloved New York. � e country now had a central bank 

and an agreement to cover old debts. Down the street from the new central bank, 

a frenzy of deals was playing out upstairs in the Long Room of the Merchants 

Coff ee House, which, according to Madison, was now “an eternal buzz with 

gamblers.” Hamilton saw danger ahead. He feared the “scriptomania” that was 

gripping New Yorkers — a mad dash to get in on these new deals. He had reason 

to worry.

If the magic of New York is the ability to make something out of nothing — 

to turn opposites and confl icts into creation and new beginnings — it comes in 

both good and bad versions. For the capital of fi nance can also be the capital of 

fi nancial games, where schemers make endless wealth seem to appear and then 

disappear, taking people’s lives and safe savings with it.

One of Hamilton’s closest associates was William Duer. Duer was a patriot 

and known as the most lavish and generous host in town. He was also deep in 

plots to fool investors and reap millions. “Speculation” — betting that the price of 

something would soon rise — was on everyone’s minds. For some, such as George 

Washington, buying vast parcels of land was the surest pathway to fortune. For 

Duer, the golden road lay in the new bank. Duer organized a group of wealthy 

men to buy and shuffl  e bank shares in a way that promised to balloon their resale 

value. � e instant the stock they controlled went on sale, everyone scrambled to 

buy it. “� e merchant,” one skeptic noticed, “the lawyer, the physician and the 

mechanic, appear to be equally striving to accumulate large fortunes.” New York, 

and the nation, were experiencing their fi rst stock bubble.

Just as Bankmania grew, and grew, and grew, the government announced 

that Duer owed $250,000 to the treasury. He had put every cent of his own, plus 
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endless amounts of borrowed money, into his investment schemes. Duer himself 

owed another $750,000 and had no assets. � e total amount of money tied up in 

the bank speculation was equal to the savings of “almost every person in the city, 

from the richest merchants to even the poorest women and the little shopkeep-

ers.” � e proposed bank collapsed before it opened and New York reeled from 

its fi rst stock market crash. � is was exactly what Jeff erson and Madison warned 

about — pieces of paper manipulated by greedy men with back channels to power 

that destroyed the livelihoods of good, honest farmers.

As New Yorkers nursed their fi nancial wounds and threatened Duer with 

terrible punishments, investors realized that they needed a more structured 

way to buy and sell stocks. And so, on May 17, 1792, twenty-four men standing 

beside a tree at 68 Wall Street signed an agreement. � ey were establishing the 

very fi rst rules for what would become the New York Stock Exchange. � e sign-

ers were a portrait of the opportunities New York aff orded. � ere were American 

Protestants and Jews originally from Spain and Portugal, new immigrants and 

old New England families who dated back to the Mayfl ower, businessmen who 

had sided with the British and backers of the revolution, defenders of slavery 

and abolitionists. � eoretically, the stock exchange was an equalizer: a man (no 

woman held a seat on the exchange until Muriel Siebert in 1967) who was good 

with fi gures and had a strong stomach for risk could do well, whether he could 

trace his ancestry back to Dutch New York or had just gotten off  a boat. Wall 

Street was the perfect expression of James Graham’s motto; here money would 

make the man. But in another sense, it centered on a small circle of white men 

who knew one another quite well (the fi rst African American member was Joseph 

L. Searles III, seated in 1970). By 1793, the stock exchange had moved down the 

block to the Tontine Coff ee House, at the corner of Wall and Water Streets.

Stock trading was going to be one engine of the city’s future. Although it 

could be volatile, causing panics and crashes, it would also create wealth. And 

while many in the rest of the country would see the wheeling and dealing of 

Wall Street as the polar opposite of America’s small-town Main Street, Wall Street 

would be New York’s own Main Street — the center of the economy that kept the 

city growing. � ere were to be two sides of New York: one in which a white man 
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who was clever or ruthless enough could rise, and another in which the wealthi-

est insiders shuffl  ed power among themselves.

� e confl ict over Hamilton’s debt plan had another consequence for New 

York and the nation. When Washington was elected, he hoped the nation would 

be united, working together to create a new kind of republic in which men of 

virtue would vote, and govern, for the good of all. But as politicians separated 

themselves into those who shared Hamilton’s vision of a strong central govern-

ment eager to support business, and those who agreed with Jeff erson in believ-

ing that America ought to have a minimal government and be governed to 

favor the farmer, the worker, and the individual, they formed the fi rst political 

parties — Hamilton’s Federalists versus Jeff ersonian Democratic-Republicans. 

Despite Washington’s hopes, politics in the new nation would be just as heated 

and vicious as it had been in the colonies. In New York City, political rivalry 

infl uenced even how its citizens would fi nd water to drink.

After traders established the rules for buying and selling stocks in a meeting at 68 Wall 
Street, they moved to the Tontine Coffee House at 82 Wall Street. A tontine is an agree-
ment in which participants contribute to a common fund and receive dividends from it 
during their lives. As the original 203 members of this tontine died off, more money was 
available to the survivors, until the last seven inheritors divided up what was left in 1870. 
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WATER

� e sugar trade made a great deal of money for New Yorkers, but it came with a 

price: disease. Starting in the 1690s, every few years a bad disease season would 

hit the cane fi elds and shortly therea� er an epidemic would break out in New 

York. We now know that mosquitoes carried diseases, including yellow fever, 

from the islands to the United States via shipments of cargo. At the time, though, 

no one knew what caused these “malignant fevers” or how they were transmitted.

In 1793, the strange fever hit Philadelphia, and New Yorkers began to argue 

about what caused it. Like anti-immigrant politicians today, Federalists implied 

that foreigners had brought it. Democratic-Republicans blamed the smells com-

ing from stagnant water in the city. Two years later, the same fever reached New 

York. Over the summer, fever claimed 732 lives. � e crisis year came in 1798: 

more than two thousand New Yorkers, some 5 percent of the total population, 

were killed by the illness no one could prevent. A committee blamed “deep damp 

cellars, sunken yards . . . fi lthy and stagnant water . . . and the want of an adequate 

supply of pure and wholesome water.”

� e lack of clean water did not create the fever, but it did contribute to 

health problems. Before Europeans arrived, the Munsee had avoided this issue by 

building their fi elds and settlements near Manhattan’s natural springs. � e Dutch 

and later the English clustered at the tip of the island where, instead of using 

natural springs, they dug wells. Yet the growing population of pigs, goats, dogs, 

and horses — not to speak of people with their chamber pots — rendered local 

water unsightly, malodorous, and soon deadly. Enterprising individuals could 

venture up the island to the Collect Pond, scoop up fresh water, and return to sell 

the precious liquid by the ladle. Soon enough, though, the pond was overused 

and became polluted. New Yorkers learned to boil their water for tea or brew it 

into beer. � e more the city grew, the less satisfactory wells, boiled drinks, and 

water sales proved to be. One solution was to move away from the growing city, 

but not too far away. Farther up the island, the appealing, green, and wealthy 

area of Greenwich, later Greenwich Village, grew as a country retreat. Greenwich 

was removed from crowding and disease, seated beside the fl owing Hudson, and 

gi� ed with its own springs. Aaron Burr bought a lavish home on Richmond Hill 
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Based on a map originally created in 1793, this shows the Collect Pond as it was at the 
time. Now entirely gone, it is largely covered by Foley Square. Orange Street is now called 
Baxter Street, Magazine Street is Pearl Street, and modern Elk Street was once Elm. The 
next incarnation of the area was as the notorious Five Points. 
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in Greenwich that had served as Washington’s headquarters at the beginning 

of the war, and he borrowed thousands upon thousands of dollars to furnish 

it. When another fever hit in 1805, fully one-third of the city’s seventy-fi ve 

thousand residents relocated to Greenwich. Hamilton, in turn, built a home even 

farther up the island in Harlem

Escaping disease was a privilege of the rich. As John Lambert noted when 

yet another epidemic hit in 1822, “Very few are le�  in the confi ned parts of town 

except the poorer classes and the negroes.”  He added that the latter were “of great 

service in this dreadful crisis.” � is imbalance in who is exposed to pandemics 

and who takes the necessary — and dangerous — role of a fi rst responder remains 

to this day. 

� e Collect Pond now had many neighbors who used the water for every 

This is a section of the hollowed wooden logs 
that were used as water pipes in the city. The tall 
perpendicular piece served as a gate that could 
be raised or lowered to control the fl ow. 
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need. “It’s like a fair every day with whites, and blacks, washing their clothes, 

blankets, and things . . . sudds and fi lth are emptied into this pond, besides dead 

dogs, cats.” Worse yet, the nearby businesses used the pond as a giant sewer for 

the noxious waste they produced. Not only was the water in the pond unhealthy, 

but the smelly runoff  fl owing east and west was a kind of liquid barrier confi ning 

the growing city to the tip of Manhattan Island. A� er the deadly year of 1798, the 

city decided the entire poisonous mess of the pond and the streams and swamps 

it fed would have to go. Knocking down a hill gave them enough stones to fi ll 

the pond. When draining did not go as well as planned, a canal was added — and 

then covered to create Canal Street. � e process of remaking Manhattan into a 

product of human engineering began.

MANHATTAN COMPANY

Farmers versus bankers, those who blamed diseases on smells and those who 

blamed immigrants: the growing split between the Democratic-Republicans 

and Federalists was not just a matter of who won this election or that. You could 

immediately tell which party a man belonged to by how he acted: Democratic-

Republicans were happy to shake hands; Federalists did not like being touched 

and would bow. � is diff erence in styles was so deep, it seemed that the vic-

tory of one would be the destruction of the other. An “in” party could create 

a stranglehold that even included banks. Hamilton and the Federalists had 

created the two banks that merchants in New York could use. Democratic-

Republicans began to feel that they could never get loans. New bank charters 

had to be approved by legislative bodies currently controlled by the Federalists. 

It seemed the Democratic-Republicans were trapped: they could neither use 

existing banks nor open new ones.

Aaron Burr was clever enough to fi nd a way out of the bind. As each out-

break of fever seemed to make clear, New York City needed to solve its water 

crisis. Burr off ered to create a company that would lay strong pipes to a distant 

water supply. Once the bill to create the Manhattan Company was being consid-

ered by the state legislature, Burr off ered a small addition: if the company had 

extra money, it could use it in any legal way it saw fi t. In other words, it was a 
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bank. � e Manhattan Company eventually merged with the Chase Bank and still 

exists today as Chase. It was so fully a bank that it did very little to remedy the 

city’s water problems, but that had never been its real purpose. Burr’s supposed 

water company was a political tool, and it had struck a powerful blow in the con-

fl ict of two parties — and in the titanic clash of two brilliant rivals.

HERO AND NEMESIS

Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton were so perfectly opposite and yet identical 

that they seem to have been two halves of the same person — the way a superhero 

and his or her nemesis can be precise mirror images of each other.

Alike: Physically, they were both short for their time, Hamilton at fi ve foot 

seven and Burr at fi ve foot six. Men in a hurry, each one was relentlessly driven 

by the passion to leave behind his horrid childhood. Each seized the moment 

of the revolution to distinguish himself as a leader, Burr in battle, Hamilton as 

Washington’s aide. Equally notorious for their pursuit of women, they made their 

names as extremely hardworking and skilled lawyers while living as neighbors 

on Wall Street. � ey were each set, dead set, on winning — in battle, in court, in 

the contest of life for fame, in the eyes of women. � ey were each set, dead set, 

on obliterating the other.

Diff erent: Burr was born to privilege. His grandfather was Jonathan 

Edwards, the most powerful and infl uential preacher in America, and his father 

was one of the founders of Princeton University. But by the time he was two, his 

parents, two grandparents, and even a great-grandparent were all lost to disease. 

Reared by a distant uncle, Burr rejected religion and trusted only, solely, himself. 

Perhaps growing up so isolated made him especially careful with words, or, as 

he described himself, “a grave, silent, strange sort of animal.” Hamilton intensely 

distrusted Burr’s silences, seeing him as a calculating sphinx who “has not prin-

ciple, public, or private.” � e lesson of Burr’s terrible childhood was that nothing 

lasts, no ideal, no law; nothing matters but will, energy, calculation, and skill. 

You cannot hold back the ravages of fate — you must battle always, alone and for 

yourself. At age eleven, Burr applied to Princeton but was rejected as being too 

young. For the next two years, he studied eighteen hours a day, barely stopping to 
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eat, and at thirteen he applied again, this time asking to be admitted as a junior. 

� ere was a new regime at the university with a new curriculum; they let him in 

as a sophomore.

Hamilton was the illegitimate son of an impoverished mother on the small 

Caribbean island of Nevis. He grew up with nothing, but his intelligence and way 

with words were soon recognized. Brash, outspoken, brilliant, Hamilton used 

words as weapons to slash his opponents. “In politics, as in war,” he believed, “the 

fi rst blow is half the battle.” He was given schooling, then a job; when he wrote 

a powerful description of the devastation a storm brought to the island, it drew 

attention that led him to New York. � e lesson of Hamilton’s terrible childhood 

was that you must build fi rm foundations that last — family, wealth, connections, 

ideals, principles that cannot be swept away. Against the hurricane, only clarity, 

eloquence, and perfect planning can endure.

During the revolution, Burr clashed with Washington and the dislike was 

mutual. His fi rst combat in the war was the campaign to take over Canada. 

Burr endured extreme hardship and showed not only courage and leadership 

in combat but valor, as when he risked enemy fi re to carry the fallen body of 

a general back to his men. To the end of his tortured life, his former battle 

brothers were his most faithful supporters. Much later, seeing himself as a kind 

of North American Napoleon, he attempted to lead forces to take parts of Mexico 

and the Southwest as a kingdom of his own. For Burr, there were no boundar-

ies, even of the nation. Given that the United States was about to gain some of 

that land through the Louisiana Purchase, and much of the rest would later be 

won in the Mexican War, Burr was not entirely wrong to question where the 

United States began or ended. To him, it ended wherever he could successfully 

plant his fl ag.

Hamilton worked so closely with Washington that the general served as a 

kind of adoptive father. Hamilton became Washington’s treasury secretary and 

wrote farsighted papers envisioning the new nation’s future fi nancial success and 

mapping out a pathway to get there. If Burr, chasing glory in the Southwest, was 

the bad son ready to tear apart Washington’s legacy, Hamilton was the good son 

attempting to enshrine it.


